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Editorial

AD 2000 and Completing the Task

T

he momentous date of AD 2000

unreached people with the Gospel and

to the peoples of the earth. God medi-

has been a major landmark for

plant the Church among them by AD

ates His redemption to and for all the

2000, even at 2000 year’s end?

nations and for every people. And He

frontier missions, including for the
IJFM It has been a basic concern in

It is very difficult, if not impossi-

setting our goals and keeping us on

ble, to predict the future. Who can say

through the Redeemed of the Lord,

track. It formed part of a powerful

what God can still do in one and a

who like Abraham are blessed with

watchword, keeping us focused on the

half years? Who can deny that God

salvation by faith, who then are called

task

“A

can and has changed the course of

to bless all the “families” of the earth.

Church for Every People by the Year

history at a moments notice. Authors

I firmly believe that most of us as

2000.”

of at least two articles in this edition

God’s People have not adequately

direct us to Habakkuk 1:5, “Look at

grasped this truth, nor been grasped

cated an entire Special Edition to this

the

be

by it. For if we had we would have

important topic, “World Evangeliza-

utterly amazed. For I am going to do

prayed more fervently, we would have

tion by AD 20000” (see IJFM Vol 11:4,

something in your days that you

sent more than enough workers to

1994). We asked back then “Is it pos-

would not believe, even if you were

every unreached people. If we had

sible?” Can we still complete world

told.” What is God going to do in our

been grasped by, we would long ago

evangelization by AD 2000? We said

day, in the next 12 to 18 months? We

have completed world evangelization.

then, “Even at this point in history we

probably would not believe it if we

still maintain the focus and goal of

were told.

of

world

evangelization

Just a short 5 years ago we dedi-

nations

and

watch—and

does

this

through

His

People—

As I see it, and as AD 2000 is fast
approaching,, the main reason we

the Church of Jesus Christ being

One thing is sure, God will use

have not as yet finished the doable

planted among every people, so that

missionaries—and many, many more

and finishable task—the planting of

every person on planet earth has

than we currently have. A good esti-

the Church of Christ in every ethnic

access to the Gospel by the year

mate is that at least 200,000 new

and language group, is that we have

2000.”

missionaries need to be recruited,

failed to send sufficient numbers of

trained and equipped, and then sent

adequately trained mission laborers to

important

with adequate support to the unhar-

the harvest fields of the world.

entitled,

vested fields of the world. (See George

“Completing the Task that Remains”

Verwer’s article “The Acts 13 Break-

then

(see IJFM Vol. 13:2, 1996). In that

through Vision.”)

change? Will anything change? Will

A couple of years later we devoted
another
theme.

edition
My

to

this

editorial

was

This being the case, the question
becomes

whether

this

will

issue every article was focused on

The fact that we have not done

the paradigm shift—really shift? Will

completing the task and finishing

this, i.e., that we have not recruited

we not only see the mission fields of

what remained undone. The goal was

enough missionaries nor adequately

the world clearly in view—the long list

“that every tribe, tongue, and nation—

trained them, must be the number

of not only unreached but UNTAR-

(biblically speaking all the ethne)—

one reason why it becomes ever more

would

planted

GETED PEOPLES (see last article

difficult, and less and less hopeful, at

among them, so that all will have tes-

“The Joshua Project 2000 Unreached

least humanly speaking, to reach the

timony of the Gospel, thus making the

Peoples List”—as well as understand

goal of the Church for every people by

Gospel available to every person on

what it means to finish the task with

AD 2000. It takes missionaries to dis-

planet earth...” and we added, “may it

its peoples challenge. (See article by

ciple the nations and to preach the

be soon, even by AD 2000.”

Gospel of the Kingdom. Although this

Winter and Koch “Finishing the
Task.”)
However even more importantly,
now for this kairos moment in history,
will we begin to sense, hopefully as
never before, the great urgency to

have

the

Church

AD 2000 is now fast approach-

is stating the obvious, it seems that it

ing—just a few months away. Do we

has not sufficiently penetrated. Many

still believe what we said then? Realis-

of us have failed to see, at least on a

tically, can we still hold the goal to

deep level, that God mediates His

finish

work on earth, including His salvation

the

task

and

reach

every

(Continued on page 108)
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The Consummation:
The Vision to be Realized
Major missiological challenges face us as we look to the consummation of world evangelization.
This article addresses two of them: the geographical—reaching every inhabited part of the world, and
ethnic—reaching every people or ethnic group of the world. These challenges outline the task
ahead of us as we face the twenty-first century and the consummation of the task.
by Patrick Johnstone

W

e have good reason to be encour-

is wider as well as relevant to the

world must be exposed to the gospel

aged because of what God is

times in which we live.

of the Lord Jesus Christ. Obviously

doing in the world, but that must be

The three phrases in this verse

this is a geographical challenge. These

balanced by the solemn reality that so

point to three major missiological

are tough challenges for missionaries

much remains to be done and that

challenges we face if we are to com-

to reach them:

the forces opposed to us are so for-

plete the task of world evangelization.

midable. The finish of world evangeli-

These

zation is in sight, but there are huge

every inhabited part of the world, eth-

barriers to jump and strongholds to

nic—reaching

the

• No island is too distant—like the

break down before the end when

world. In my book The Church is

yet-unreached Maldive Islands in the

Jesus returns.

Bigger than You Think I also address

Indian Ocean,

are

geographical—reaching
every

people

of

• No valley is too isolated—like
the remote unevangelized Kingdom of
Mustang on Nepal’s nor them border,

Isaiah foretold the massive spiri-

the urban challenge—the very modern

• No forest is too dense—like the

tual harvest in verse I, and then

concept of reaching the world’s cities.

Congo jungles where the Pygmy peo-

exhorted us to have the right struc-

In my book, I also add three other

ple live,

tures and strategies for what remains
in verse 2. In verse 3 he gives the
promise:
For you will spread abroad to the
right and to the left, and your
descendants will possess the peoples1 and will people the desolate
cities. Isaiah 54.3 RSV

challenges. They are the Ideological,

• No mountain is too inaccessi-

Sociological and Spiritual which is too

ble—like the remote and harsh Tibe-

much to address here.

tan plateau of central Asia,

What follows are the first two

• No city is too fortified—like

challenges I apply to the unfinished

Mecca where no Christian is allowed

task ahead of us in the twenty-first

to set foot, and

century. In my second article I will

• No desert is too hostile—like the

address the all important aspect of

Saharan oases in Algeria where the

Isaiah uses language understood

the need to do church planting in

Mzab Berber peoples live.

in terms of the Old Testament people

each people group. We will also take

of Israel, but as seen in the earlier

a good look at the mega-ministries

verses of this passage, the signifi-

God has raised up and the impact

cance of the words is far wider and

they are making to finish the task.

The 10/40 Window

The Geographical
Challenge

of our globe are still without a signifi-

even New Testament in tone. World
evangelization is foreshadowed. Many
English translations such as the NIV
use dispossess rather than possess,

What are the main geographical
challenges?

Great swathes of the surface area
cant indigenous Christian witness.

The promise is that God’s people

The maps in chapter 9 give the extent

the

will spread abroad to the right and

to which the Gospel has already

application to the Old Testament con-

the left, or we could equally say, to

spread. In the 1995 map the major

text of Israel taking the Promised

the north and the south, the east and

gaps are clearly seen. This is predomi-

Land; I am convinced the application

the west. Every inhabited part of our

nantly in North Africa and Asia where

which

unfortunately

restricts

International Journal of Frontier Missions Vol 16:2 Summer 1999
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Islam, Hinduism and Buddhism are

unchecked and untreated. It is also

became a shadow of their former

usually the dominant religions. The

these areas that are the least accessi-

selves in the twentieth century cata-

map on the following page highlights

ble for any overt mission endeavor

clysms of two world wars and the col-

this challenging part of the world.

either because of antagonistic political

lapse of Communism. The multiplica-

This must be the area of major focus

and religious systems, geography or

tion of independent nation states and

for pioneer mission in the next decade

lifestyle. For instance,almost all of the

the growth of the membership of the

or more. However it has been the area

word’s nomads live here. We face our

United Nations is one obvious result.

of greatest neglect until recently.

biggest challenge yet in world evangel-

Whatever our embarrassment at our

For years I called this the Resist-

ization. The tide of the gospel has

national arrogance or resentments

ant Belt. Since 1990 the phrase, The

risen and flowed over two thirds of the

because of political and cultural sub-

10/40 Window, coined by Luis Bush

earth, and is lapping at the one third

jugations our own nations perpetrated

of the AD2000 Mvt.,2 has become
widely known. This is the area
o
o
between the latitudes 10 and 40

or suffered, some of these empires
tion of the gospel.
Unevangelized

north of the equator and between
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
The concept is good and the public-

communications in the past dec-

All Christians

ade have lessened the hold of ide-

4
1.2

ologies and begun to erode the

3

areas of greatest spiritual chal-

2

lenge.3 Basically the countries in or

1

powers of nation-states. Yet the
2.63

near the 10/40 Window that are
under-evangelized have only 35% of

The rise of ethnism and global

Non-Christians

5

ity impact brilliant even if this rectangle only approximates to the

opened the way for the penetra-

World Evangelization & the 10/40 Window
6

The 10/40
Window

the world’s surface area, but 63%

an important fact of life today and
will be for many years to come. It

1.37

0.47

0

modern nation-state still remains

0.1
0.39

is these states that raise such

Rest of
World

complex restrictions on trade or
movements of people and permit

of its population. The map opposite
includes both the 10/40 Window con-

where the final bastions and citadels

corrupt bureaucracies that make life

cept shown by the rectangle and the

of Satan’s kingdom have yet to be

so difficult for travelers and for the

Resistant Belt with the shading.

broken down. Let us not minimize the

servants of God. As a young mission-

size of the remaining task, but also

ary I traveled in 1963 the 4,200 Km

not be discouraged by its magnitude.

from Pretoria in South Africa to Nai-

The sheer number of people living
in the Window area is daunting. Of
the 6 billion people in the world in

The diagram above shows the

robi in Kenya. All I had to do at the

2000, 1 reckon that 1.2–1.4 billion

number and proportion of Christians,

four border crossings was show my

have never had the chance to hear the

non-Christians with opportunity to

passport. This was impossible 20

Gospel,4 and over 95% of these indi-

hear the gospel and the totally une-

years

viduals reside in the Window area.

vangelized non-Christians in the 10/

sanctions, visas and war. Today mis-

How can we smugly ignore such a

40 Window and rest of the world.

sionaries have to live with the cliff-

Good News and experience the love of

because

of

apartheid,

hanging suspense of obtaining visas

huge number facing a Christless eternity with no opportunity to hear the

later

The Unevangelized
Countries of the World

in Indonesia and Europe, the hostile
obstructionism to travelers of some

territorial

former Communist nations, or the fre-

What a challenge to faith, intercession

empires of 80-100 years ago hardly

quent road-blocks and border delays

and action. We are obligated to do

exist any more. Where are the Chi-

caused by bribe-seeking soldiers and

something about it for the love of

nese, Japanese, Russian,Ethiopian,

immigration authorities in Africa.

Christ constrains us.5

Dutch, British, French, German, Ital-

God as revealed in the Lord Jesus?

The

colonial

and

It is the national, religious, eco-

To add to the challenge, over 90%

ian,

Danish,

nomic and cultural policies of these

the

most

Austro-Hungarian, Turkish and even

nations that largely determine the

deprived, the children that are most

the American Empires6 today? Yet in

complexity of entry and range of min-

abused and most of the world’s illiter-

1914 these 15 powers controlled or

istries available for those who want to

ate live in the Window area. This is

dominated, directly or indirectly, all

live

where diseases such as AIDS, tuber-

but a handful of states in the world 7.

nation-state is not going to fade away

culosis and malaria rampage largely

Almost all of these came to an end or

before the vigorous or violent ethno-

of

world’s

poorest

and

International Journal of Frontier Missions

Portuguese,Spanish,

and

witness

for

Christ.

The
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nationalism of such as the Karen in

its main source of foreign exchange is

munities of Christians where they

Burma, the Kashmiris of India, the

postage stamps and it is the world’s

comprise under 1% of the total popu-

Basques of Spain, the Celts of North-

most isolated country!

lation. Some of the most challenging

ern Ireland, the Tuareg of Mali and

2. The other 87 countries are

the Quechua of Peru and Ecuador.

almost all within or near the 10/40

This small number may be sur-

There are too many vested interests

Window. In the second column are 23

prising for many. In some lands there

and personal egos of leaders involved.

countries, some with very significant

are many expatriate Christians but

How important it is for us to pray for

numbers of very active Christians

few indigenous believers such as in

the rulers of this world as Paul advo-

such as Nigeria,Chad, Sudan, India,

the Arabian Peninsula and Gulf and

cated to Timothy.8

South Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong,

this raises the national Christian per-

In 1998 there were 237 countries

China;all of which are within the 10/

centages above 1%.

and territories in the world. That was

40 Window but not in the Resistant

The amazing fact of our time is

the same figure when the 1993 edi-

Belt [please see map on p226]. It is

that not one of the 29 countries in the

tion of Operation World was pub-

probably in this category that there

final category is without a group of

lished. However there have been a few

are the largest number of dynamic

believers already seeking to live for

changes–Nevis

Jesus. I must qualify

has

declared itself independent from St Kitts in
the West Indies, and
Hong

are listed on the next page.

Kong

has

returned to the rule of
China, but there has
been nothing like the

this statement, for in

Countries and Christian Populations

Libya,

200

the

Sahara

180

Maldives,

and

maybe

Afghanistan that group

160

of believers is predomi-

150

140

nantly expatriate and

120

indigenous

believers

100

very few. We have run

that took place between

80

out of countries which

1990 and 1993 when

60

23 new countries came

40

into being!9

20

extraordinary

changes

How far has Chris-

35
23

are
29

totally

pioneer

lands. This was not so
20 years ago, but it is

0

today. The implications

Over 50%

tianity become the professing religion of these

10-50%
1-10%
Percentage Christian

0-1%

are immense. It means
that all mission activity
must be planned in fel-

countries? The graph in
the center shows the rather startling

Christians and where the most signifi-

lowship with or, at least, with sensi-

situation in 1998 which is explained

cant growth of the Church is occur-

tivity to the believers already in the

below. Note the following::

ring. In most of these lands there are

country. Here are several examples:

1. There are 150 countries that

still significant areas where Christians

Certain Muslim countries

have a majority of their inhabitants

are very few indeed, which is shown

been targeted for short term “blitzes”

professing Christianity in one form or

in the next section.

with open-air preaching and handing

have

another. This number looks high, but

3. The 35 countries in the 1-10%

out tracts in the streets. These Chris-

is quickly explained. About 70 of

Christian category contain some of

tians were prepared to take risks - but

these countries are 27 island territo-

the world’s largest such as China,

the risk of a few days in prison and

ries or mini-states in the Pacific, 25 in

India and Pakistan.These three coun-

expulsion from the country did not

the Caribbean and 18 elsewhere, their

tries alone have 2,250 million people,

compare to the impact on local believ-

total population being less than 10

or over one third of the world’s popu-

ers. There have been times when lead-

million people. One of the smallest

lation! The large Christian minorities

ers were arrested and badly treated

being the 34 inhabitants of Pitcairn

in some areas must not blind us to

and the careful work of years severely

Islands,

four

the huge numbers of individuals in

disrupted because of such activity.

claims to fame: it is Britain’s last colo-

these lands who have never had a

The foolish insensitivity of foreigners

nial possession in the Pacific (looked

chance to hear the gospel.

can lead to severe persecution and

which

has

at

least

after by New Zealand); it is the world’s

4. It is amazing that there are

only Seventh-day Adventist country,

only 29 countries with resident com-

even martyrdom for national believers.

Vol 16:2, Summer 1999
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Many European countries are spir-

unaware of, or unwilling to face up to

Libya is ruled by the maverick

itually needy today. Large proportions

the great need in parts of their own

Colonel Ghaddafi, who for decades

of their populations have never been

country, and their attitudes cannot be

has been a thorn in the flesh of many

inside a church,and have no concept

the only determinative factor for the

nations. Yet his land is one of the

of the true gospel. However if North

entry and ministry of foreigners. In

most closed for Christian witness, and

Americans come over with the image

1990 I made a survey trip to Bulgaria,

there are probably less than 10 indig-

of “pagan” Europe and no concept of

for it was on our heart to see a WEC

enous believers, with not yet a single

history and the past impact of Chris-

ministry launched among the million

church where Libyans can worship

tianity, Europeans are hurt. The Ref-

or so Turkish speaking minority. I

and find fellowship.

ormation started in the Czech Repub-

was surprised at the strong negative

The Maldive Islands is a small

lic, Calvin was a Frenchman, the

note from some of the Bulgarian

Muslim republic in the Indian Ocean.

Walden Sian Church in Italy was

Christian leaders who were dismissive

This is one of the most closed coun-

founded before Luther nailed his The-

of any outreach in a language other

tries in the world. The 150,000 Maldivian population has little opportu-

ses to the door of the church in Wittenberg. The German Church has produced

some

of

the

greatest

Difficult or
dangerous for
foreigners

Some tentmaking
ministry possible

Scope for
open Christian
witness

Algeria

Afghanistan

Cambodia

Bhutan
Iran

Bangladesh

Mongolia

Comoros

Nepal

Any attempts at distributing Scrip-

Mauritania

Niger

tures on the islands has been followed

Morocco

Thailand

Tunisia

Turkey

theologians of the Church (also some
of the worst!). Nearly every culturally
Catholic country of Europe has had a

Maldives

history of believers being hounded to

North Korea
Sahara

death for their faith.

Somalia

The Collapse of the USSR opened
an astonishing door of opportunity for

nity to hear the gospel in any form,
being poor, with little available technology and no Christian broadcasts.

by

the

police

immediately

seizing

every copy. There are known to be

Yemen

only a handful of Maldivian believers

Libya

in the whole world.
North Korea is a pariah nation

foreigners to fill the ideological and
spiritual vacuum left by Communism.

than Bulgarian as being unnecessary,

gradually starving to death under its

In 1997 there were about 6,000 Prot-

yet a people movement among the Mil-

crazed Communist leadership. 10 No

estant missionaries in the former

let Turks was just beginning. There

real witness or any open Christian

USSR and many thousands more

are reckoned to be over 16,000 new

church life has been possible for 50

have gone for short term ministry or

Christians among them today. I praise

years. The groups that survive are

visits. However the gross cultural

God, despite this a fruitful ministry

underground. Yet many, especially

insensitivity and lack of humility by

began in co-operation with other Bul-

South Koreans, have plans to help

some to listen and learn from believ-

garian Christian leaders.

and evangelize the country as soon as

ers who had borne the long years of

The list of countries in the table

Communist oppression have harmed

above represents a formidable chal-

Sahara is a Muslim desert nation

the Kingdom. The subsequent back-

lenge. Please pick up a copy of Opera-

fighting for nationhood, but ruled by

lash against such spiritual imperial-

tion World, and go through that list,

Morocco. Almost the entire indigenous

ism has brought in an imposition of

looking up the relevant sections, and

population lives in refugee camps in

laws banning foreign mission activity

may your heart be touched. Here I

Algeria. Few have ever had a chance

in Russia and elsewhere and the

can only give a little taste of the chal-

to hear the gospel. Where are those

imposition of severe restrictions on

lenge by listing some with their spiri-

preparing to reach them as soon as

indigenous evangelical believers and

tual needs and challenges:

the opportunity arises? I praise God,

Bhutan is a hermit Buddhist king-

their witness.

it opens for the gospel.

there are some.

Whatever the need of a country, it

dom in the Himalayas that strictly

Saudi Arabia could be the biggest

is essential that any foreign mission

limits the number and activities of for-

challenge of all. It is the headquarters

that enters that country seek fellow-

eigners in the country.The few Chris-

of Islam with its two most holy cities,

ship and, as far as possible, partner-

tians are largely among ethnic minori-

Mecca and Medina. It is vigorously

ship with the indigenous Church—

ties, and these minorities have often

hostile to any Christian presence or

whatever the differences in worldview

been harried, pressured and even

witness, with the large expatriate

and understanding of the Scriptures.

chased out of the country. There are

community strictly watched and con-

However, sometimes a small, intro-

just a handful of indigenous Bhuta-

trolled. Saudi believers, if found, are

spective group of believers maybe

nese believers.

executed. Foreigners caught gathering

International Journal of Frontier Missions
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with other believers or accused of wit-

cal Christian; the majority are Rus-

Nigeria and Chad are lands that

nessing are expelled if Western, but

sian Orthodox, but church attendance

have seen dramatic growth of the

possibly

Yet

is only around 2% of the population.

Church, but this growth has been

there are those who are praying for

However many of the regions such as

almost entirely in the south and cen-

the land to open and looking for ways

the North Caucasus, Nor them Siberia

tre of these countries. Many peoples

and means of bringing the gospel to

and autonomous republics such as

in the Muslim north are unevangel-

Saudi people.

Tatarstan, Tuva, Buryatia and Kal-

ized.

beheaded

if

Filipino.

Somalia is strongly Muslim, but

mykia (the homeland of Europe’s only

Sudan has been torn by civil war

torn apart by internal strife between

indigenous Buddhist people) have lit-

for 30 years; a war in which over 3

rival Somali clans. Also it is the scene

tle or no evangelical presence, and

million are believed to have perished.

of the humiliation of the UN peace-

what witness there might be is usu-

The war was to impose Islam on the

keeping forces in 1994-5 as well as

ally that of migrant Russians.

non-Muslim

south.

The

attempt

the destruction and scattering of the

failed, and helped in provoking most

only significant group of Somali evan-

of the southern population to embrace

gelical Christians which once met in
the now looted and destroyed capital,
Mogadishu. Who is prepared to risk
all to take the gospel to this proud,
warlike people?
Other countries could be added to
this list, but this does not tell the
whole story. Many larger countries

Many larger countries
have significant numbers
of Christians and
churches, but there are
often whole areas of
the country still totally
unevangelized.

Christianity

despite

the

suffering.

However the North and Darfur province in the west are some of the least
evangelized areas of Africa.
Vast regions in the area of the
10/40 Window are still awaiting the
message of life for the first time. Our
job is far from done, at which point

have significant numbers of Chris-

we could say that the gospel is availa-

tians and churches, but there are

ble for every person in every people.

often whole areas of the country still

The many media ministries may give

unevangelized. Here are a few exam-

us openings, but basically there need

ples:

to be believers on the spot witnessing

India could become the most pop-

and discipling people in each people

ulous nation on earth by the year

group for effective church planting to

2025. It is also the most diverse with

occur.

its races, languages,castes and also
its concentrations of Christians. Nagaland and Mizoram States in NE India
are

possibly

the

most

evangelical

states in the world, but the vast Ganges plains of North India contain the
greatest concentration of unevangelized people in the world. For instance,
the number of people in Uttar Pradesh

in

North

India

is

about

180,000,000 and the Christian percentage is 0.1%and falling—this

is

about 180,000 people. North India
will probably be the touch-stone of
our success or failure in completing
world evangelization in our generation.
Russia is the largest country in
the world. It is also extremely diverse.
Generally speaking, the Russians are
probably no marathon 0.5% Evangeli-

The Peoples Challenge
Turkey, straddling Europe and
Asia, was once Christian, but now
Muslim (with the Turks replacing or
absorbing the earlier peoples, the
Galatians, Bythnians, Kurds, Armenians, Georgians,Greeks, etc.). The
country has nearly 100 provinces, but
less than 15 have any on-going evangelical Christian witness, and even
fewer a live fellowship of Turkishspeaking believers.
Europe is nominally Christian,
but for most, Christianity is a faint
cultural backdrop for a highly secularized society. Maps showing the concentrations of evangelicals reveal how
many areas of Spain, Portugal,
France, Italy, Greece, Poland, Serbia,
Macedonia, Germany have scarcely
any groups of witnessing believers.

Isaiah also challenges us that:
“Your descendants will possess the
nations (peoples).” Here is an ethnic or
linguistic challenge. Jesus clearly
stated that we must make disciples of
all peoples in the great Matthew 28:19
statement. It is not enough to have a
Christian presence in every place, but
also to have followers of Jesus in
every people.
In Chapter 8 of my book The
Church is Bigger than you Think, I
describe the growth and development
of the vision for the peoples of the
world. We can see the breath-taking
progress that has been made in
reaching the world’s peoples. We not
only dream of discipling every people,
we could actually see it realized in our
lifetime. However, there are various
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The Consummation: The Vision to be Realized
important ministries that must be
strengthened for this discipling to be
effective and lasting.

to read, understand and act upon in a
meaningful way.We therefore grouped

Turkic: Turk, Azeri, Kazak, Tatar,
Uzbek, Uighur.

the peoples in two categories:
Affinity Blocs–of which we defined

Vital Research

Pathan, Baloch, Luri.

12. Into these 12 we grouped every

S. Asian: Bengali, Bihari, Hindi
speakers, Urdu, Gond.

We must know the facts if we are

one of the 1,500 listed peoples. On

Tibetan: Lhasa Tibetan, Amdo,

to disciple every people. Research

page 240 is a map of 11 of these. 14

Bhutanese, Khampa. East Asian: Hui,

information is therefore vital. There

The 12th Bloc is for the Jews15 who

Mongolian, Japanese.

has been research carried on all

are global and therefore not repre-

through this century. The momentum

sented on this map. The 13th group-

for research on the world’s peoples

ing is hardly a ‘bloc’, but a catch-all

has accelerated over the past 20

category for unrelated peoples all over

years. We need to know who the

the world which did not fit into the

Unreached peoples are, where they

other 12. These 11 regional Blocs are

live and what their evangelization

grouped by affinities of language, his-

status is. The Global Consultation on

tory,culture, etc. All these 11 are

World Evangelization in Pretoria in

Unreached peoples at the end of the
twentieth century.
For the months prior to that gathering, much work was done on the list
of the peoples of the world. It had
been decided several years before that

Malay: Minangkabau, Acehnese,
Sundanese, Madurese.
Eurasian:

Chechen,

Cherkess,

Bosnian, Siberian groups.
These peoples are categorized in
the table in the center.
A book was prepared for the Octo-

Affinity Bloc
Name

No. of People
Clusters

No. of Peoples
in Bloc

African Sahel
Cushitic
Arab World
Iranian
Indo-Iranian
Turkic
Tibetan
East Asian
S.E. Asian
Malay
Eurasian
Jewish
Totals ((approx)16

19
4
19
12
30
12
5
6
14
18
5
1
145

395
37
271
181
449
256
197
70
93
175
44
56
2,224

June 1997 was an opportunity to
present a fairly complete overview of

S.E. Asian: Burmese, Thai, Zhuang, Laotian, Dai.

for the remaining years of this millen-

ber 1997 Praying Through The Window III17 initiative containing a short
description of and prayer items for,
128 of these People Clusters. 18 It has
been estimated that up to 50 million
Christians around the world used
these materials for prayer during that
month–probably the largest prayer
initiative the world has ever seen. God

nium we needed to make a strategic

located within or near the 10/40 Win-

will give the breaktroughs among

limitation of the peoples to those over

dow. It is interesting that nearly all

these peoples that appear so hard to

10,000 population and under 5%

the least reached peoples elsewhere in

reach!

Christian or 2% Evangelical, and also

the world are actually migrants from

For the first time in history we

to limit our listing to peoples defined

these11 blocs who now live in Europe,

have a reasonably complete listing of

by ethnicity or language.11 The cut-

the Americas and Australasia.

the world’s peoples and the extent to

off points were reasonable, but arbi-

of

which they have been evangelized.

trary. The difficulty in obtaining accu-

these affinity blocs are other smaller

This is why the important stage of

rate information on the smaller peo-

groupings of peoples, often with a

church planting is possible. (See my

ples was a major consideration. 12

common name or identity, but divided

second article.)

This reduced the number from about

by political boundaries, dialect differ-

3,000 to 1,500 least reached strategic

ences, etc. We have identified about

Endnotes

peoples. Further investigation into

150 of these People Clusters, which

which mission agencies were commit-

include nearly 80% of the 1,500 peo-

ted to specific peoples in this latter

ples on the Joshua Project list. Here

list revealed from responses that there

are 50 better known examples of

were only about 500 peoples in the

these less-reached People Clusters in

1,500 without known outreach activ-

the various Affinity Blocs:

1. Needy all English translations give the
word nation. This miscommunicates
today because we think of a modem
political state.Isaiah was not so much
speaking about political entities as
about ethnic entities or peoples.
2. AD 2000 and Beyond Movement publications.
3. Indonesia, Mongolia, the Muslim
republics of Central Asia, Sri Lanka,
Maldives and Somalia should be
included but are outside the Window.
Countries in the Window with significant, often nominal, Christian populations such as South Korea, Philip-

People Clusters–Within

ity.13 From other sources I know that
there were a number of these peoples

each

African Sahel: Fula, Mandingo,
Wolof, Hausa, Kanuri.

with mission outreach, but for which

Cushitic: Nubian, Somali, Beja.

we had not received questionnaire

Arab

responses.

World:

Algerian

Arab

Kabyle, Riff, Libyan Arab.

We also realized that a long list of
1,500 peoples is a daunting challenge
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Iranian:

Kurd,

Farsi,

Tajik,
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Patrick Johnstone
pines, Enitrea and many European
Mediterranean countries should perhaps be or are omitted.
4. Johnstone 1993:2? (est. 20% unevangelized, 47% non-Christians living
where they are likely to be evangelized and 33% professing Christian),Barrett, 1987a:85 (eat. 17%
unevangelized).
5. 2 Corinthians 5:14-15.
6. Why has this quintessentially republican and freedom-loving nation been
listed? One only has to see the confirmation of this In the territorial acquisitions of Puerto Rico, Philippines,
Guam resulting from war with Spain
In 1899 and the vain Filipino
attempts at gaining their independence 1899-1902. In that war 4,200
Americans and 220,000 Filipinos
were killed.
7. In the whole of Africa there was not
one truly independent state with the
exception of Ethiopia, which was, to
all intents and purposes, an Empire
in its own right. in Asia there were
only
a
few
such
as
Thailand,Maldives, Iran, Afghanistan,
Mongolia; some only nominally so.
Maybe Liberia should be added, but
the USA had retained a paternalistic
control despite nominal independence.
8. 1 Timothy 2:14.
9. For instance the USSR became 15
states, Yugoslavia 5, Czechoslovakia
and Ethiopia 2 each, but Germany
and Yemen united.
10. A press report in September 1997
estimated the death toll to date from
famine as between 500,000 and
2,000,000.
11. Further research and field responses
indicated that some of the 1,500 peoples were not ethnolinguistic, but
ethno-cultural. This came to light at
the same time as a plea from Indian
Christian leaders that the ethnolinguistic categories did not fit the
ethno-cultural realities for church
planting among the caste groups of
India. We therefore had to draw up a
parallel list containing these categories for where it was more relevant in
a church planting situation.
12. By the year 2000 we plan to have a
full list of all loss-reached peoples
including those with populations
below 10,000.
13. The full list Is available in book form
from the AD2000 and Beyond Movement office, 2860 S. Circle Dr., Suite
2112, Colorado Springs. CO 80906,
USA. Also on the WWW: <http://
www.ad2000.org/>.

14. A good coloured map of these Affinity
Blocs has been published by Global
Mapping International, 7890 Lexington Drive, Suite 200A,Colorado
Springs
CO
80920,
Email:
<info@gmi.org.>
WWW<http://
www.gmi.org/>.
15. Fischer, 1997. Intercessor’s Prayer
Guide to the Jewish World. 1997:
USA: YWAM Publishing.
16. These figures must be seen as
approximations, for further research
is showing that some peoples are
more reached than realized and
therefore omitted, and other peoples
are added usually because migrant
communities of larger peoples are
discovered In other lands.
17. The AD2000 MA. sponsored annually from 1982 an annual global
prayer emphasis, each focusing on a
particular category of the world’s
population.
18. Manna 1997. Praying Though the
Window lIl.

[Editor’s note: This article is a reprint
from a chapter in Patrick Johnstone’s excellent new book The
Church is Bigger Than You Think.
Permission granted. To order Johnstone’s book call the William Carey
Library at 1-800-MISSION or contact
the IJFM editor. See advertisement
of Johnstone’s must read book on
the following page.]

Patrick
Johnstone,
served for 16
years as a
missionary
evangelist
in the poor
urban
areas of South
Africa,
Zimbabwe,
Bostwana and Mozambique.
During this time he learned
something of the spiritual
warfare needed to see people
steeped in witchcraft and
the occult come into the liberty
the Gospel. Also during this
time he commenced the task of
compiling data and the
writing of successive versions of
his world famous Operation
World prayer guide. He now
serves with WEC Int’l and
also is Chairman of the
Unreached Peoples Network
of the AD2000 and Beyond
Movement.
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Finishing the Task:
The Unreached Peoples Challenge
“Look at the nations and watch—and be utterly amazed. For I am going
to do something in your days that you would not believe,
even if you were told.” (Habakkuk 1.5)
by Ralph D. Winter and Bruce A. Koch

G

od’s promise to bless all the

most of that growth occurring in just

“families of the earth,” first given

be billions who would never come to

the last few decades. In the 198Os,

faith. They would be held at a dis-

is

Nepal was still a staunch Hindu king-

tance from the gospel by boundaries

becoming a reality at a pace “you

dom with only a small persecuted

of prejudice and culture. The church

would not believe.” Although some

church. Today there are hundreds of

does not readily grow within peoples

may dispute some of the details, the

thousands of believers, and churches

where relevant churches do not exist.

overall trend is indisputable. Biblical

have been started within each of the

One third of the individuals in the

faith is growing and spreading to the

more than 100 distinct people groups.

world live within peoples with no

to

Abraham

4,000

years

ago,

ends of the earth as never before in

church. They are no more spiritually

history.

A Tragic Reality

The Amazing Progress

While this amazing progress of

gone to church, but unlike your cou-

the gospel gives much cause for

sin, there is no church made up of

One of every ten people on the

rejoicing, it obscures a tragic reality.

people like themselves with whom

planet is of the Bible-reading, Bible-

How could that be? The fact is that

they can fellowship.

believing stream of Christianity. The

the gospel often expands within a

Thus, while there are still tens of

community, but does not normally

millions who have never heard the

jump across boundaries between peo-

name “Jesus” at all, there are hun-

ples, especially boundaries that are

dreds of millions more who may have

created by hate or prejudice. People

heard of Jesus, and may even have

can influence their “near neighbors”

high regard for Him, but who cannot

whose language and culture they un-

see a way to become His disciples.

derstand, but where there is a preju-

Standing before them are barriers

dice boundary, religious faith, which

ranging from the relatively trivial to

is almost always bound up with many

the seemingly insurmountable,many

cultural features of the first group,

of them beyond the demands of the

simply does not easily jump to the

gospel. Cornelius in Acts 10 would

next group, unless that group desires

have had to cross the barrier of cir-

to adopt the other’s culture in prefer-

cumcision as an adult—a painful and

ence to its own.

actually dangerous price to pay for

number of believers in what used to
be “mission fields” now surpasses the
number of believers in the countries
from which missionaries were originally sent. In fact, more missionaries
are

now

sent

from

non-Western

churches than from the traditional
mission-sending bases in the West.
The Protestant growth rate in Latin
America is well over three times the
biological growth rate.
It took 18 centuries for dedicated
believers to grow from 0% of the
world’s population to 2.5% in 1900,
only 70 years to grow from 2.5% to

”lost” than your cousin who has never

5%” in 1970, and just the last 30

So what does this mean? If all the

entrance into fellowship with Jewish

years to grow from 5% to 11.2% of the

members of every church in the world

believers. A Muslim Turk similarly

world population. Now for the first

were to bring every one of their

faces huge obstacles if he were to

time in history, there is one believer

friends and relatives within the same

become a ”Christian.” All his life he

for every nine people worldwide who

cultural group to obedient faith in

has been told, “To be a Turk is to be a

aren’t believers.

Christ, and they in turn were able to

Muslim.” To him, Christianity is the

Protestants in China grew from

bring all their friends and relatives to

religion of the barbarian “Infidel” Cru-

about one million to over 80 million

Christ and so on, no matter how

saders who brutally ravaged the land

believers in less than 50 years, with

much time you allow, there would still

and peoples of Turkey, Muslim and
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Finishing the Task
Christian alike. To become a Chris-

but that the missionary task will be

mission task, in the sense that every

tian is to become a traitor turning his

completed within all the peoples of the

person has a reasonable opportunity

back on his family, community, and

earth. We’ll know we are finished only

to respond to the gospel.

country

when a visible testimony to the gospel
of the kingdom—a church planting

1) Blocs of peoples for global
perspective and strategy. Blocs of

movement—has

peoples are a limited number of sum-

To All Nations
We shouldn’t really be surprised

been

established

within every people.

mary categories into which we can
place peoples in order to analyze them.

to see the thrilling advances of the
gospel all over the world. That is
exactly what Jesus said would take

Four Different
Approaches

Major Cultural Blocs: We have
grouped

peoples,

particularly

place, “And this gospel of the kingdom

In order to work together strategi-

“unreached” peoples, along major cul-

shall be preached in the whole world

cally, mission leaders have been refin-

tural lines according to the predomi-

for a witness to all the nations, and

ing the concept of “people groups” as

nant religion within the group. The

then the end shall come” (Matthew

a rough measure of our progress

major cultural blocs of unreached

24:14). A close look at the end of this

toward completing the entire task.

verse says a lot about what we should

There are four useful ways of looking

peoples were: Muslim, Hindu, Bud1
dhist, Tribal, Chinese, and Others.

watch and work for at the end of the
age. Jesus says that as the mission-

Believers as a Percentage of Total World
Population in the 20th Century

ary task is completed, there will be “a
witness to all the nations.”
By “witness” Jesus was saying
that the “gospel of the kingdom” will
be established in open view throughout entire human communities. The
gospel of the kingdom is Christ prevailing over evil, liberating people so
that they can live obediently free
under His mastery and blessing. God
wants a persuasive display of that
kingdom victory exhibited in every
people. What better exhibit of God’s
kingdom than a community of people
who are living under Christ’s king-

It took 18 centuries for dedicated believers to grow from 0% of the
world’s population to 2.5% in 1900, but only 70 years to grow from
2.5% to 5%, and just over the last 30 years to grow from 5% to
11.2%. For the first time in history, there is now one believer for every
nine people worldwide who aren’t believers.

ship? That’s why we should aim at
church planting movements within
every people. While not the only way
to glorify God, nothing puts Christ’s
lordship on display like a community
of people dedicated to follow Him.
By the phrase “all the nations,”
Jesus was not referring at all to countries or nation–states. The wording he
chose (the Greek word ethne) instead
points to the ethnicities,the languages
and the extended families which constitute the peoples of the earth.
Who are these peoples? Jesus did
not provide a list of the peoples. He
did not define the idea of peoples with
precise detail. What matters most is
not that the peoples can be counted,

at the idea of people groups: Blocs of

This model allows us to summarize

peoples, ethnolinguistic peoples, soci-

the remaining task in relation to the

opeoples, and unimax peoples. The

potential mission force.

first two are especially useful for sum-

Affinity

Blocs: Patrick

John-

marizing the total task and developing

stone has suggested another model

strategies

to

which combines sets of closely related

approach known peoples. The former

ethnolinguistic peoples into ”people

two are more useful for those who are

clusters” and further combines people

on the field working to

establish

clusters into “affinity blocs” based on

churches. Each is of significant value

language, history, culture, etc. The 12

and corresponds to a distinct aspect
of strategic thinking. Only one allows

blocs that comprise the majority of
2
the least evangelized peoples
are:

us to speak of closure of the essential

African Sahel, Cushitic, Arab World,
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Iranian, Turkic, South Asian, Tibetan,

mission researchers have produced

and better understand the target peo-

East Asian, South East Asian, Malay,

fairly comprehensive lists of ethnolin-

ple. After the initial phase of cultural

and Eurasian. Combining groups

guistic peoples. These lists have given

learning and adaption, the question

along these lines enables mission

a great boost to the cause of frontier

remains as to how to begin to estab-

organizations to begin exploring ways

mission. Much of the information is

lish a church within that people.

of establishing strategic partnerships
3
to reach related peoples.

being used to make profiles and other

Quite often we can effectively

relevant information widely available

evangelize individuals by starting a

2) Ethnolinguistic peoples for
mission mobilization and preparation. An ethnolinguistic people is an

through printed media and the world4
wide web.

Bible study or a small prayer group

People blocs and ethnolinguistic

group may be women who wash at the

ethnic or racial group distinguished by

lists give us a simple way to identify

river, taxicab drivers, college students

its self-identity with traditions of com-

peoples and make the larger body of

living indoors, or new arrivals in the

mon descent, history, customs, and

Christ aware of their existence and

big city from a particular rural group.

language.

the need to reach them. The ethnolin-

There are almost unlimited potential

The Lax people from the Black

guistic approach stimulates prayer

opportunities for this type of group

Sea region of Turkey, for example, are

and initial planning for specific peo-

evangelism in our world today. For

easily identified by other Turks not

ples leading to serious strategic efforts

mission purposes, we can work with

only by their distinctive facial fea-

to evangelize them.

sociopeoples for preliminary evangel-

within these specialized groups. The

ism as an intermediate bridge to long-

tures, but also by their unique “romantic”

tion of Turkish.
Sometimes what
appears initially to be
a single ethnolinguistic group turns out,
in fact, to be many
more.

Cameron

Townsend,

the

founder of Wycliffe,
began

his

Bible

translation work with
the

range church planting.

pronuncia-

Cakchiquel

Guatemala.

of
The

translators who followed him discovered

Thus, approaching

Mission Leaders Agree on Strategic
Mission Definitions

a sociopeople can be
strategic in giving a

In March 1982 a group of mission leaders came together in Chicago for a meeting sponsored by

focus

the Lausanne Strategy Working Group. It was designed to help bring clarity and definition to

set of the larger society

tative a group gathered for two days to focus specifically upon the necessary definitions for a strat-

as a first step to full-

egy to reach the unreached peoples. Two basic definitions came from this meeting:

blown church plant-

1. A People Group is “a significantly large grouping of individuals who perceive themselves to

ing.

have a common affinity for one another because of their shared language, religion, ethnicity,

be

purposes it is “the largest group within which the gospel can spread as a church planting
movement without encountering barriers of understanding or acceptance.”
people

types

especially

when

of

helpful

establishing

churches, while others

2. An Unreached People Group is “a people group within which there is no indigenous comthis

Some

groups may prove to

residence, occupation, class or caste, situation, etc., or combinations of these.” For evangelistic

to evangelize

ministry

among a specific sub-

the remaining missionary task. At no time before or since this meeting has as large or as represen-

munity of believing Christians able

for

may hinder the pro-

group.”

cess. Natural leaders

that the Cakchiquel

and Bible teachers for

could not be reached

churches might be dis-

with one translation,

covered by first reach-

but needed transla-

ing

tions for six distinct

teachers. Some have

businessmen

or

even managed to be ef-

dialects. It is likely

fective among religious leaders such

settes rather than written transla-

3) Sociopeoples and preliminary evangelism A sociopeople is a

tions, they would have to target even

relatively small association of peers

lahs, who are already recognized as

more dialects. Cultural prejudices and

who have an affinity for one another

spiritual leaders. On the other hand,

differences in speech often make peo-

based upon a shared interest, activity,

you could choose the wrong group,

ple unwilling to listen to a message

or occupation.

such as focusing on children’s minis-

that had they produced gospel cas-

spoken by a member of a different

Once we actually send long-term

as Buddhist monks and Muslim mul-

try for initial evangelism within a peo-

group even though it appears the

missionaries to a pioneer mission

ple,which in nearly every case would

same on the printed page.

field, they have to learn a great deal

be interpreted as a threat to their nat-

just to be able to live, communicate,

ural families,

Recent cooperative efforts among
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4) Unimax peoples for people
movements to Christ A unimax peo-

basis alone. In addition to over 1600

once they become Christian, start to

major languages and dialects, India is

coalesce into larger groups. For exam-

ple is the maximum sized group suffi-

further divided by religion, caste and

ple, at the time Christianity first

ciently unified to be the target of a sin-

other socio-cultural barriers. A so-

began to be adopted in the Scandina-

gle people movement to Christ, where

ciological survey in 1991 identified

vian area, hundreds of mutually hos-

“unified” refers to the fact that there

4,635 peoples in India alone.

tile tribes inhabited the region. The

are no significant barriers of either

Sadly, neighboring groups often

understanding or acceptance to stop

hate and fear each other. Thus, in the

spheres today are the result of wide-

the spread of the gospel.

early

such

spread reconciliation and consequent

In 1982, mission leaders ham-

groups often refuse to become part of

unification resulting from the adop-

mered out a useful definition for a

the same “people movement” church.

tion of Christian faith on the part of

stages

of

evangelism

Norwegian,

“people group.”For evangelistic pur-

many

poses [a people group] is “the largest

groups.

What is needed in every
people group is for the
gospel to begin moving
throughout the group
with such compelling,
life-giving power
that the resulting
churches can
themselves finish
spreading the gospel to
every person.

group within which the gospel can
spread as a church planting movement
without encountering barriers of understanding or acceptance.” (see above)
5
The term “unreached peoples” is
used widely today to refer to ethnolinguistic peoples, which are based on
other criteria and would normally be
larger in size than groups as defined
in the 1982 definition. To avoid confusion and help clarify the missiological
task before us, we can use the term
unimax peoples to distinguish

the

Swedish

smaller,

and

formerly

Danish

warring

The first three approaches to people group thinking as blocs, as ethnolinguistic peoples, and as sociopeoples

are

each

helpful

in

understanding and responding to the
task to which Christ has commissioned us. Yet they all, in one way or
another, point the way toward beginnings. This fourth (unimax) way of
looking at peoples has more to do
with finishing, not in the sense that
there is nothing left to do, but in the
sense that the essential first step for

kind of group intended by the 1982

the gospel to flourish within a people

definitions.

has been accomplished. The unimax

Jungle tribes and other small,

approach to peoples can help us press

remote peoples are almost always sin-

on toward closure—our corporate fin-

gle unimax peoples. Discovering uni-

ishing of what is completable about

max realities within larger ethnolingu-

Christ’s mission mandate.

istic peoples in complete societies is a

The value of the unimax approach

bit more challenging.

lies in the way it identifies boundaries

While language is often a primary

hindering the flow of the gospel, while

means by which a person under-

Rivalries between major clans among

at the same time firing the ambitions

stands his or her cultural identity, in

the Muslim Somali people are so

of dedicated Christians to pursue the

order to reach all peoples we must

severe that they have almost dragged

evangelization of the peoples beyond

consider other factors that keep peo-

the entire country into ruin. In the

those boundaries, leaving no small

ples separate. Religion, class distinc-

early stages of evangelism and church

group sealed off within a larger group.

tions, education, political and ideolog-

planting, such simmering hostilities

ical

enmity

will likely mean that such groups can

between clans or tubes, customs and

most effectively be approached with

These often subtle but powerful

behaviors, etc., all have potential to

the gospel message separately. The

socio-cultural barriers exist within

develop strong cultural boundaries

bright hope of the gospel is, of course,

groups which often appear unified to

within ethnolinguistic clusters of uni-

that new Christ-following movements

outside observers. Some have dis-

max peoples.This fact alone helps to

in such settings of strife will work for

missed the usefulness of the unimax

explain the differing numbers for the

the healing of enmities between peo-

concept because socio-cultural preju-

totals of “unreached peoples.”

ples.

dice barriers cannot easily be identi-

convictions,

historical

Indeed, history shows that even-

fied or precisely quantified. But even

tually a host of smaller hostile groups,

though intangible “prejudice barriers”

For example, India cannot be
approached

on

an

ethnolinguistic

Counting the Peoples
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cannot be quantified, these factors are

each cutter a different type of dough.

Kurds found in significant numbers in

not irrelevant. What could be more

Granted, in many cases of extended

13 countries outside of the “Kurdi-

important than identifying and pene-

separation groups do become distinct

stan” home-land are potentially stra-

trating every barrier which holds peo-

especially if new migration ceases, but

tegic “bridge” populations back to

ple from following Christ?

not often antagonistic. In much of the

groups in their homeland area. And

definition

developing world the concept of politi-

those who are dislocated from their

was never intended to quantify pre-

cal separation is quite artificial since

natural homeland are often more

cisely the total task. Instead, it helps

borders are often quite permeable.

open to the gospel. Once a remote

The

unimax

peoples

us recognize when the unreached peo-

Consider the challenge of the
Kurds.

independent

accept Christ, it may become an ef-

where that task is not yet begun.

people are found in a homeland that

fective bridge back to its people in

spans at least five countries: Turkey,

their homeland. Political boundaries

Iran, Iraq, Syria, and Azerbaijan. For

do not often limit the spread of the

the sake of mission strategy,they are

gospel. Of course, all of this “country

certainly

specific” information can be very use-

Approaching Peoples
Cautiously
Each of these four approaches to

These

not

fiercely

segment of a larger group comes to

ples task is finished, and identify

just

one

people

ful for planning strategy and forming

various kinds of peoples has a proper
and valuable use. Blocs help us sum
up

the

task.

The

ethnolinguistic

approach helps us mobilize, Sociopeoples help us begin evangelizing. But
beware of focusing church planting
efforts on sociopeoples or ethnolinguistic peoples which simply appear on a
list. There is often discouragement or,
even worse, a deliberate, typically
American “people blindness” as workers find that there are many more
people groups then they expected to
find. The opposite can happen, too.
Sometimes

the

very

same

people

partnerships for reaching widely scat-

We know that in every
place on earth the key
effort is not going to be
our wisdom or even
our hard work. It will
be God’s sovereign
power breaking down
the strongholds of His
enemies to bring His
glory to the ends of the
earth.

tered

members

of

specific

people

groups.

The Essential
Missionary Task
What is needed in every people
group is for the gospel to begin moving throughout the group with such
compelling, life-giving power that the
resulting churches can themselves
finish spreading the gospel to every
person. Good but lesser goals may
delay

or

distract

us.

Evangelism

group is listed twice because it is

among street vendors or students

found on both sides of a political

might lead to discipleship groups for

boundary. In actuality, it is the same

personal growth and even evangelism.

people group. It may only need a sin-

But why stop short of anything less

gle church planting effort bridging the

than

political line. For example, Uzbek

Christ-followers

groups are reported in 20 countries in

whole families? Why not expect that

addition to those in Uzbekistan.

God is well able and willing to attract

In contrast, the country of Uzbekistan reports 56 groups within it that
do not speak Uzbek, and only one
(very large group–15 million strong)
that does! It is almost certainly true
that this “one” large group represents
a number of different groups that
need to be reached separately.
Using political boundaries to distinguish people groups is like dropping cookie cutters down on the geographical distribution of a people
group, then calling the pieces within

a

burgeoning

movement

characterized

of
by

to His Son a substantial movement
group.They are not even just seven

that will spread rapidly, spontane-

groups. In addition to having four

ously and thoroughly within whole

major language subgroups, traditional

peoples?

rivalries

keep

them

fighting

one

The essential missionary task is

another even when you would think

to establish a viable indigenous church

they would unite to fight non-Kurds

planting movement

for the sake of a Kurdish homeland.

potential to

Missionaries need to be aware of
the possibility as in the case of the
Kurds, that people are not necessarily
unified even if millions are in one
country. Yet, smaller populations of

renew

that

carries

whole

the

extended

families and transform whole societies.
It is viable in that it can grow on its
own, indigenous meaning that it is not
seen as foreign, and a church planting
movement that continues to reproduce
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intergenerational fellowships that are

watchword “A Church for Every Peo-

peoples, there can be only three possi-

able to evangelize the rest of the peo-

ple by the Year 2000" to capture the

bilities: (1) definitely reached, (2) defi-

ple group. Many refer to this achieve-

essence of the completable nature of

nitely unreached, and (3) doubtfully

ment of an indigenous church plant-

the mission mandate. While no one

reached. Logically we expect to focus

ing movement as a missiological

ever predicted that it would be com-

our highest priority energies on those

breakthrough.

pleted by the end of the year 2000,

that

We have done our basic mission

they were confident that it was pos-

unreached. Just as in the case of ask-

job when individuals within the soci-

sible. The watchword succeeded in

ing, how many unreached peoples are

ety (even those outside of the church)

igniting the hearts of countless thou-

there, we cannot very well evaluate

acknowledge

sands with a passion for seeing Christ

whether a group has truly had a mis-

belongs to their society. Only when

honored,

obeyed

siological breakthrough from a dis-

this level of cultural adaptation is

within every people. God was at work

tance or from sources that are not

achieved

life-

in similar ways among others in order

concerned with such things.

changing love of Jesus become availa-

to birth the now global movement

We can make some well informed

ble to move freely throughout the peo-

focused on the unreached peoples

guesses about presence or absence of

ple group. Donald McGavran referred

challenge. Today we are seeing the

a church movement from quantifiable

to these missiological breakthroughs

fulfillment of vision that only a few

data. But what if an enthnolinguistic

as “people movements to Christ.” We

dared to dream just two decades ago.

people is actually a cluster of unimax

will

that

the

the

movement

dynamic,

worshiped

and

are

in

doubt

or

definitely

can hold this goal as the minimal

It is unreasonable to even talk of

peoples and one of them is experi-

achievement within every people in or-

evangelizing every person, since day

encing a church planting explosion,

der to give a realistic opportunity for

by day hundreds of thousands of chil-

other groups in the cluster have little

everyone in that people group to say

dren grow into the age of accountabil-

or nothing happening? The presence

“yes” to Jesus Christ without adding

ity. By contrast, the idea of “A Church

of those unreached unimax groups in

cultural barriers to the already steep

for Every People” is one possible and

the same cluster, may dilute or even

spiritual demands of the gospel. Only

reasonable approximation of what the

vigorously oppose the movement in

in this way will we be able to give eve-

Great Commission may mean, and it

the group that is ablaze for God. Sec-

ryone in the world a chance to say

is a completable task. We know of no

ondly, the growth of the church in the

“yes” to Christ and His Kingdom.

better interpretation of what it means

one may divert missionary attention

Jesus commissioned us to accomplish

to fulfill Jesus’mandate to have a “wit-

from the needs of the other.

nothing less. We should settle for

ness” among every people or in other

nothing less.

words to “disciple all the nations”
(Matt 24:14; 28:19,20).

The Missiological
Breakthrough

More Than Closure
What God will do is always more

We can confidently speak of clo-

than what He has given us to do. He

sure to this unreached peoples mis-

has given us a clear and simple thing

The word “closure” refers simply

sion. There were an estimated 17,000

to finish: to see that Christ is wor-

to the idea of finishing. In the 197Os,

unreached peoples in 1976. Today

shiped and followed in every people.

the Lord began to open the eyes of

there

10,000

That is the essential missionary task.

many to the fact that the irreducibly

unreached peoples (unimax peoples),

This we must do with utmost focus

essential mission task of a break-

and a dynamic global movement now

and passion until it is finished. But

through in every people group was a

exists that is committed to establish-

there is still more to be done. The mis-

completable task. At the time, over

ing “a church for every people.”

siological breakthrough is just the

are

an

estimated

half of the world’s population lived

But how measurable is the pres-

beginning of all that God intends to

within unreached people groups. Even

ence of a “viable indigenous church

do within every people. God will con-

so, a small group of mission activists

planting movement”? It might perhaps

tinue to fulfill His promise to undo the

had the faith to believe that if a move-

be better to say “verifiable” than “mea-

works of Satan and bring forth the

ment could be mobilized to focus

surable.” We don’t normally say a

blessing of Abraham to all peoples.

attention on the unreached peoples,

woman is partially pregnant, or that a

How did Jesus teach His disciples

which for a time were called “hidden

person is partially infected by AIDS.

to pray? “Thy Kingdom come, Thy will

peoples,” then the essential mission

Rather, in such cases we “verify” the

be done one earth as it is in heaven.”

task could be completed within a few

presence or absence of a condition.

Our concept of God’s desire to reach

decades. In faith, they coined the
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part of His desire for His Kingdom to
come on earth. Other verses say that
He looks toward the time when all the
nations of the world will declare His
glory (Isa 66:19).

“We fight not against flesh and
blood but against principalities,
against powers, against the rulers
of the darkness of this world,
against the spiritual forces of evil in
the heavenly realms” (Eph 6:12).

He continues His pursuit of all peo6
ples. All of our global charts and
graphs to date have been dependent
on the research of others as well as
our own estimates where additional

Thus, we look confidently forward

We know that it is also our fight,

estimates have been needed. However,

to the time when “the kingdoms of

not just His, and that we are joining

no database can ever do more than

this world are become the kingdoms

Him in His battle against the Evil

approximate the dynamic reality of

of our Lord, and of His Christ, and He

One. We know that in every place on

the world.

shall

ever”(Rev

earth the key effort is not going to be

When looking at the charts in this

11:15). Surely God seeks to vanquish

our wisdom or even our hard work. It

article, you need to understand how

the “rulers of the darkness of this

will be all of that plus His sovereign

we are using the predominant religion

earth” (Eph 6:12).

power breaking down the strongholds

within a group as a cultural feature to

of His enemies to bring His glory to

tag the group as a whole. This does

the ends of the earth.

not mean that every person in the

reign

forever

and

Fairly soon there may not be a
single “kingdom of this world” where
His name is not glorified. A spiritual
breakthrough into every people is a
precursor to making the gospel available to every person on earth. Satan
holds whole peoples in bondage. We
can’t wrestle a single soul out of his
hand without challenging his authority in that particular people group. In
each group where no real breakthrough has yet occurred, there will
be a “power encounter” between the
armies of God and the powers of darkness. Conquering the “kingdoms of
this world” requires an invasion of

Jesus gave us a clear mandate by

group is a member of that religion.

His unique authority to “disciple all

Thus, you can have a Muslim group

the peoples.” of the world. We can and

that is “reached” if there is a church

must go all out to obey Him. Certainly

movement within it even though the

we should take our evangelistic mea-

group is still predominantly Muslim.

surements seriously, but not as ulti-

All of the charts in this chapter,

mate parameters of God’s plan. We

except those on the “protestant Mis-

must press forward, knowing that He

sion Force,” are derived from the

may evaluate things by measures we

numbers on the “All Humanity in Mis-

cannot

sion Perspective” chart (page 521).

thoughts

fully
are

comprehend.

His

higher

our

than

thoughts.

The Great Imbalance
Looking

All of this cannot entirely be

at

“The

Globe

at

a

brought together into a single human

Glance” (p. 520), you can readily see

The apostle Paul was sent to the

plan; yet, it calls upon every planning

that the bulk of the individuals who

non-Jewish peoples specifically “to

effort, all creative approaches, and all

live within unreached groups (white)

open their eyes and turn them from

the sacrifice we can muster. We know

are within the Muslim, Tribal, Hindu,

darkness to light, and from the power

that all our measurements—of peo-

and Buddhist blocs. We need to con-

of Satan to God, so that they may

ples and persons—are merely objec-

tinue to send well trained and in-

receive forgiveness of sins and a place

tive goals. It is more important that

sightful missionaries to these chal-

among those who are sanctified by

we are with Him and He be with us,

lenging peoples. There have been

faith in me” (Acts 26:17-18). Is it pos-

that we be acting in obedience as He

some very encouraging people move-

sible that we have become so tied up

leads us in our heavenly calling to

ments within a limited number of

with our measurements of evangel-

bless all the peoples of the earth.

Hindu, Buddhist, and Muslim groups.

God’s glory within each people.

These three blocs are often seen as

ism, social reform, and economic
growth that we have forgotten that
God is primarily in the business of

Looking at the Task
Graphically

the most resistant, but we are learning that when a people seems “resist-

Although the world is large and

ant” it may only mean our approach

complex, there exist helpful methods

has been defective. Half of those living

That this is primarily a spiritual

of quantifying progress toward closure

within unreached peoples are in the

battle, certainly does not mean we

of the essential mission task. Modern

Muslim bloc which is a bloc that has

can set aside careful planning and

researchers are now able to collect,

very favorable attitudes toward Jesus

training for evangelism and pioneer

manage and summarize vast amounts

Christ.

penetration, and just sit back and

of data with the use of computers. We

pray that God will go out and do His

owe a great deal to those who have

Only an estimated 10,000 of the
7
global foreign mission force are work-

thing. Paul said,

attempted to trace the hand of God as

ing

expanding the reign of His Kingdom
and conquering Satan?

within

the

10,000

unreached
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unimax peoples encompassing 2

ies succeed in establishing church

billion people still live beyond

movements in more unreached peo-

the reach of any local church.

ples, that is exactly what you would
expect to happen.

The Great
Momentum

We are in the final era of missions. For the first time in history it is

While talking about billions

possible to see the end of the tunnel

people

over-

when there will be a church move-

whelming, astounding progress

ment within the language and social

continues to be made. In 1974,

structure of every people group on

we were stunned by the revela-

earth; powerful face to face evangel-

tion that three out of four of the

ism taking over in all peoples. God is

non-Christians

of

might

seem

world

moving throughout His global body to

were beyond the reach of same-

fulfill His promise to the nations in

culture evangelism. Today, only

ways that we could not possibly have

one

non-

imagined 20 years ago. Thousands of

Christians is beyond reach! An-

new missionary recruits are no longer

easy-to-remember new insight

coming just from the West, but also

which you can easily see in the

from Asia, Africa and Latin America—

chart on page 519 is that you

fruits

can divide the world up into

wholeheartedly embracing the Great

meaningful thirds. One third of

Commission. More so than ever before

the world would at least claim to

it is a global, cooperative movement.

be Christian; another third are

We have to be prepared for new part-

out

of

in

the

every

movements—

non-Christians

reached peoples; the final third are

approaches by non-Western mission

within people groups already reached.

non-Christians within unreached peo-

structures. At the same time we need

What an imbalance! Even if you

ples.

significant

to recognize that the Western mission-

include the foreign missionaries work-

progress; in 1974 approximately half

ary story is a reservoir of mission

ing with Christians within the entire

of the world’s population was beyond

experience that can serve the emerg-

major cultural blocs, reached and

the reach of the church. In fact, for

ing missions.

unreached (see chart below and page

the first time in history there are

522), it is still a glaring fact that most

fewer

within

small for the enormous body of believ-

foreign missionaries work within peo-

unreached groups than there are

ers around the world. There are

ples which are predominantly Chris-

within reached groups! As missionar-

approximately 670 churches in the

tian.
Patrick Johnstone analyzed the
data in Operation World ‘93 to approximate distribution of the Protestant
8
Mission Force (see page 522). While
this is a more positive picture than we
have ever seen before, it still shows a
great imbalance in that only 26 percent of the “Protestant” mission effort
is going to the two-thirds of the world
that is predominantly non-Christian.
It will take the best efforts of the best
the Church has to offer if we are to
complete the task of frontier mission
any time soon.
After nearly 2000 years, 10,000
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is

non-Christians

within

missionary

foreign missionaries continue to work

this

live

of

groups, while 41 times that number of

Again

that

two

nerships

new

insights,

and

new

The job is large, but relatively
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Distribution of Protestant Mission Force Within the Major Cultural Blocs

Only one out of every four missionaries is working in a pioneer frontier ministry
among non-Christian peoples of the major religious blocs.
These two charts represent an inclusive view of the Protestant Mission Force. They include foreign missionaries,
missionaries working within their own countries (both cross0culturally and in near cultures) bi-vocational
missionaries, and home and staff who are classified as missionaries who support field missionaries. The breakdown
was a preliminary assessment based on several days of analysis done specifically for this article.
Source: Patrick Johnstone8

Distribution of Protestant Mission Force Relative to the Size of the Major Cultural Blocs
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world for every remaining unreached

4. Just search for “unreached people

edge of mission work around the

unimax people group! We need only a

profiles” and you’re off and surfing.

world. The separation of the cross-

small percentage of dedicated believ-

5. The AD 2000 Movement refers to

cultural work force into the different

ers to be mobilized and equipped.

groups that are less than 2% Evan-

religious blocks was a preliminary

gelical or 5% Christian adherents.

analysis done specifically for this vol-

6. In the past, we have relied on a

ume. Missionaries in church develop-

variety of expert sources for our fig-

ment ministries within non-Christian

ures

“All

peoples are not included in the pio-

Perspective”

neer categories. Our thanks to Pat-

chart. We are now using information

Notice how much more doable the

rick Johnstone and his assistant

supplied by Todd M. Johnson of the

mission task seems when we focus on

Jason

World Evangelization Research Cen-

hearts and expedient labor.

the size of the potential mission force

ter. Todd is familiar with the unimax

and on penetrating people groups,

principle and is a caretaker of the

Instead of talking of evangelizing 2 bil-

data underlying the World Christian

lion individuals, we can talk of begin-

Encyclopedia (David B. Barrett, Ed.)

ning in approximately 3000 ethnolin-

His table reflects Todd’s interpreta-

guistic peoples and then finishing in

tion

Judging the remaining task by the
potential work force makes it quite
small and within reach by comparison
to the forbidding prospect faced by
our forefathers.

maybe as few as 10,000 unimax peoples. Within a very short time all of
the 3000 "least evangelized” ethnolinguistic groups will be targeted and
engaged

by

some

and

estimates

Humanity

of

in

for

Mission

missiologically

our

significant

groups within larger ethnolinguistic
peoples and gives estimates of the
numbers based upon analyzing statistical clues and making adjustments where necessary. No attempt

mission-sending

has been made to adjust the esti-

structure in the world. It is already

mates to make them more in line

true for more than half of them!

with previous estimates. If you were

Identifying and penetrating the

to compare with previous charts, you

remaining unreached unimax peo-

would notice that some of the num-

ples—the great challenge of “discipling

bers for unimax groups within a bloc

all the nations”—still lies before us.

have gone up instead of down. In

God will reveal the glory of His king-

fact, the overall number of estimated

dom among all peoples. We are within

unimax groups has increased back to

range of finishing the task with more
momentum than ever before in history. Be a part of it—"Declare His
glory among the nations!”

our earlier published estimate of
10,000 from several years ago. This
can be attributed to a change in
source

and

methodology.

Other

changes from previous versions of
Religious/Atheist

categories

been added, 21 because of the inclu-

Non-Religious and Jewish categories

sion of the non-Religious/Atheist cat-

have been added for the sake of using

egory, the Chinese bloc was split

data as categorized in the World

between that category and the Chi-

Christian Encyclopedia although the
is

not

always

graphed if too small to be seen.
2. “Evangelized” is based on David B.
Barrett’s “Index of Evangelization”
and does not yet have a published
definition,

nese folk bloc.
7. The global

foreign

mission

force

includes all kinds of Christians (Protestants, Anglican, Roman Catholic,
Orthodox, etc.).
8. The graphs for the Protestant Mission
Force

were

generated

from

data

3. To learn more about the usefulness of

derived from Appendix 3, Protestant

these groupings see his marvelous

Missionary Force found in the 1993

book, The Church is Bigger Than You

edition of Operation World. The coun-

Think.

try figures were analyzed based on

Christian

their

willing

[Editor’s Note: This article is a reprint
from the newly revised and world
famous Perspectives on the World
Christian Movement, A Reader, 1999.
William Carey Library. Permission
granted.]

After serving
ten years as
a missionary
in the highlands of Guatemala, Winter
was called to
be a Professor of Missions
at the newly
established
School of World Mission at
Fuller Seminary. After ten
years there, he and his wife,
Roberta, founded a mission
society called the Frontier
Mission Fellowship (FMF) in
Pasadena, California,He is
the General Director of the
Frontier Mission Fellowship.

have

1. For the charts in this chapter, the

category

for

this chart: 11 the Jews and non-

End Notes

Jewish

Mandryk

Focus

tions,’WEC,’WCL, 1981.

Publica-

Patrick Johnstone’s extensive knowl-
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an ethnographic survey of a
large unevangelized city, using
both anthropological and missiological perspectives.

Completing the Agenda
for History
Grasping the significance of fulfilling the agenda for history could be the most exciting and motivating
discovery for any Christian or church seeking God’s purpose in the world. On the other hand we
need to recognize that if we fail to believe His command then there is someone—the enemy of all God’s
purposes, Satan—who will be quite delighted... But for those who believe God ‘s intention of
calling out a people from every nation and mediating His plan through His People no greater incentive is
needed than to concentrate all our efforts on completing the agenda for history.
by Malcolm Hunter

Y

es, there is an agenda for his-

attractive and appropriate manner.

Western missionaries who want to

tory. Whatever political pundits

Once the indigenous church is estab-

“squeeze” them into some Western

and prophetic preachers may want to

lished prayerfully and properly, it has

mold.

propose, the Lord Jesus Christ gave

within it all the power of the Holy

us a very simple and concise sum-

Spirit to enable it to spread spontane-

mary in Matt. 24:14. “This gospel of

ously within that ethnic group. It will

There is another contemporary

the kingdom shall be preached in all

keep advancing freely until it comes to

trend in Missions which can be very

the world as a witness to every nation,

a place where it will need to make a

obstructive in the task of completing

then shall the end come.” This is both

cross-cultural shift. In the jargon of

the agenda for history. This refers to

a promise and a challenge to those

missiology, E1 evangelism will operate

the strategy known as Saturation

who seek to follow Him. It is the direc-

until it comes to a boundary where E2

Evangelism.

tion towards which He and all history

or E3 evangelism is needed. E2 is out-

The object here appears to be to

are moving. “Every nation” in the Eng-

reach to near neighbors which has

plant so many Christian churches in

lish translation does not of course

often proved to be more difficult than

any

E3 evangelism—remote cross-cultural

nobody has to walk more than a mile

witness. This is where “frontier mis-

or so to find one. This may be feasible

sions” come in and we can begin to

in urban or densely populated parts

see the ethnic map emerging—the

of the world but it misses two signifi-

world as God sees it for His strategic

cant points. Firstly, many of the

purposes. The boundaries will usually

unreached peoples of the world do not

be imprecise and overlapping as they

live in such areas. Many of them are

take account of all the social barriers

thinly scattered over the arid lands

and distinctions that outsiders, espe-

which comprise about 1/3 of the

cially Westerners, do not understand.

earth’s surface.

refer to the political nations as the UN
would define them, but to every ethnic
group as implied by the Greek ta
ethne.

Reaching the Nations
There has been much debate
between the missionary statisticians
about how many ethnic groups there
are in the world. This is really an irrelevant and impossible question to
answer. We cannot say how many different ethnic entities there are since
we do not know where the boundaries
lie between the groups.

Saturation Evangelism?

particular

ethnic

group

that

Another practical discovery for

The other more important prob-

those who have seen the indigenous

lem with saturation evangelism is that

church in action under the power of

God never told us to plant a church

the Holy Spirit is that external opposi-

on every street corner, He told us to

tion,

its

preach the gospel to every tribe and

worked on the front lines there is a

advance, actually seems to stimulate

language and people and nation—to

more empirical conclusion—we will

its growth in breadth and depth. In

the ends of the earth. The Lord Jesus

only know how far an ethnic group

fact,the only real impediments to the

not only gave us the clear command

extends when the Christian church is

healthy growth of the church seem to

of Matt. 28:19 to “Go and make disci-

introduced

be internal division and interference

ples of all nations [ta ethne again], it

from

is also recorded in Luke’s version that

For those who have lived and

amongst

them

in

an

rather

than

well-meaning

deterring

outsiders

and
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Completing the Agenda of History
Jesus told his disciples that “repen-

advanced and democratic countries.

irrelevant, or even worse, to be of neg-

tance and forgiveness of sins will be

Refusal to admit Western/capitalistic

ative value as a demonstration of win-

preached in His name to all nations,

missionaries may continue or even

some Christianity.

[ta ethne] beginning at Jerusalem.”

increase, but that is probably all to

If we can get beyond the tradi-

If we look at the advance of Chris-

the good as the newly emerging third

tional thinking of competitive Chris-

tianity around the world, we will see

world evangelical churches take up

tianity

with wonder and worship that it can

the challenge.

color in a country if they happen to

now be said to have covered every
continent and penetrated every coun-

where

missionary

agencies

have a presence there, be it one or

Nations on God’s Map

one hundred, we can begin to see that

try. Just in the last two years the final

In view of the remarkable advance

we need a more intelligent way of

political barriers to the gospel have

of Christianity throughout the world

identifying and targeting the remain-

fallen in Albania and Mongolia, and

there remains an even greater need

ing unreached peoples.

Christian

for the church to understand and act

For a start we can recognize that

upon the command to preach the gos-

for the last 200 years most Western

pel to every ethnic entity—the nations

missionary work has been directed at

sending

missionaries
countries

are

from

many

moving

in

enthusiastically.

sedentary people. The most fruitful

There is, of course, plenty of
opposition from other philosophies

Peoples are often
unreached not because
of geographical
isolation... but largely
by the degree of difficulty
of access to traditional
missionary approaches.

which oppose missionary work. The
first

obvious

obstacle

is

religious

interference or anti-Western prejudice. To a remarkable degree these
barriers have been breached by those
prepared to pray hard and press forward gently and creatively. In many of
the most militant Muslim societies the

has definitely been amongst the rural,
cultivating people. That is where most
of the large scale people-movements
in the third world have taken place.
Great

strides

have

also

been

made since the war in penetrating the
islands and jungles of the world to
locate and evangelize the thousands
of small ethnic groups usually known

demand for high technology and the

as Tribals. At the same time, with the

desire to send their brightest young

movement of millions of rural people

people to the West for education has

to the cities, urban evangelism has

provided all sorts of opportunities for

been growing rapidly on every conti-

God to communicate His truth. All He

nent

needs is the availability and flexibility

many places. It is salutary to note

of His people willing to look for the

that lessons learned on one continent

openings wherever he gives them, at

in urban ministry seem to be carried

home or away.

on God’s map—as they have been

We can pray that as global awareness

and

demand

for

democratic

rights develop, that religious intolerance will become more and more
unacceptable internationally. God can
certainly use worldly powers like the
United Nations and Civil Liberties
movements to further His purposes.
As the situation in countries like Turkey and China are demonstrating,
even the most xenophobic and nationalistic

regimes

cannot

indefinitely

maintain their hostility to Christianity
in the face of world demands for
human rights if they want to win
acceptance into the circles of so called

described. If a serious study is made
of the remaining unreached peoples in
the world, it will become clear that
they are not limited to any particular
country or continent. Rather, there
are pockets of ethnic groups within
which the Christian church has not
yet been established. They are often
unreached not because of geographical isolation as was the case previously, but largely by the degree of difficulty of access to traditional
missionary approaches. Some may
have received a witness from outside
their own culture, but this has sometimes been so inappropriate as to be
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with

outstanding

results

in

with good effort to urban centres on
other continents.
However, a closer look at the
world of unreached peoples will reveal
that there is another strata of human
society where the church has not yet
begun to make any real progress. This
is a category of people groups for
whom the major obstacle to their
hearing the gospel appears to be the
difficulty

missionaries

amongst

them

them.

Some

of

and

have

living

understanding

them

live

within

national boundaries where Christian
missionaries are not welcome but
most are unreached chiefly because
they live in conditions which

are
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regarded as being unhealthy and

God’s people from wanting to be

uncongenial to Western missionaries.

active in the world, so it is entirely

5. Opposition to Christianity is

They live in lands which are classified

consistent with his character to do all

often based on anti-Western feelings.

as arid or semi-arid, in very thinly

that he can in deceiving and confus-

This may be over-come by the newly

populated deserts.

ing the church in their desire to be

emerging

To add to the difficulty for mis-

obedient. If he cannot discourage

movements.

sionaries in physically reaching these

their enthusiasm for missions, then

people they are usually nomadic or

his last delaying tactic could be to

tify

semi-nomadic, of necessity having to

misdirect that enthusiasm to do any-

unreached ethnic groups in a world

adopt this lifestyle to find sufficient

thing but concentrate on the final

now largely covered by Christianity in

grazing and water for the animals on

items on the agenda.

terms of continents and countries.

which

they

depend.

This

plant churches on every street corner.

third

world

missionary

6. There is a crucial need to idenand

target

the

pockets

of

socio-

For those outside or even inside

7. There also is a great value of

economic system, known as nomadic

the Church who do not see an eternal

differentiating the three main strata of

pastoralism, makes them particularly

cosmic

and

missionary work, urban, rural-settled

unattractive for Western missionaries.

Satan, nor take seriously the implica-

and rural-nomadic, each requiring dif-

Not only do they live in nasty, hot and

tions in human society of this war-

ferent mission approaches.

uncongenial areas but most of them

fare, then this view of the ultimate

don’t stay put if he goes to the trouble

event in history is of course meaning-

Church recognize who is most inter-

of building himself a mission station

less—nothing more than a foolish

ested in opposing the completion of

amongst them. There may be a few

delusion. But for those who believe

God’s agenda. If Satan cannot deter

who have lost all their animals who

that God has already started His

enthusiasm

will stay around the mission station

intention of calling out a people from

Church then his final delaying tactic

and wait for whatever food or work

every nation and declared His plan to

could be to misdirect it, deceiving and

the white man has to offer, but in

achieve it though His People, we need

confusing genuine Christian concern.

practice they usually don’t prove to be

no greater incentive than to concen-

9. Indeed the great incentive and

a very hopeful or fruitful bunch to

trate all our efforts on completing the

unifying motivation for God’s People is

work with—either in terms of spiritual

Agenda for History.

to complete God’s agenda of history.

conflict

between

God

8.

It

is

paramount

for

missions

that

in

the

the

or physical efforts. It is this sort of situation that requires a lot more seri-

In Summary

ous and strategic thinking on the part

1. There is an agenda for history

of the whole Christian missionary

according to Mt. 24:14 which clearly

enterprise.

states, “This gospel shall be preached

To grasp the significance of fulfill-

in all the world as a witness to every

ing “the Agenda for History” could be

nation [ethnic group or people] then

the most exciting and motivating dis-

shall the end come.

covery for any Christian or Church

2. We cannot tell how many eth-

seeking God’s purpose in the world.

nic groups there are until we know

On the other hand we need to recog-

where

nize that if we fail to believe His com-

which the gospel can spread freely.

mand and obey, then there is some-

Frontier Missions are needed where a

one who will be quite delighted. This,

cultural boundary has to be crossed.

of course, is the old enemy of all God’s
purposes,

Satan

himself.

But

the

boundaries

are

within

Dr. Malcolm
Hunter
did his doctoral
studies on
nomadic and
pastoralist
peoples. He
founded the
Nomadic
Research Program. He has
served as a missionary in Niger,
Benin, Burkina Faso. He has
served the Lord with SIM since
1963

3. The only real impediment to

in

the spread of an indigenous Church

thwarting God in this area he has a

in any society seems to be the threat

very high personal interest. He knows

of internal division and interference

that when this agenda is complete his

from “outsiders” not excluding mis-

time on earth is over and his fate is

sionaries.

sealed. This is, of course, a perfectly

4. Saturation Evangelism in the

adequate reason for him to delay the

mission context misses the point that

inevitable finale as long as possible.

the gospel is intended to be preached

He also knows that he cannot stop

to every tribe and nation, not to try to
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The Consummation:
The Crucial Ministries Involved
Reaching the peoples of the 10/40 Window has been greatly advanced by a variety of support and media
ministries. Immense efforts are being poured into these ministries, all of which have the potential
of completely covering the world’s population and peoples. In this article the author briefly describes the
impact of the major mega-ministries working to help reach the unreached
peoples of the world.
by Patrick Johnstone

C

Translating the
Scriptures

an we really see church planting

believers in a small tribe of 1,000 can

initiatives launched for all peo-

be significant, but one church among

ples within our present generation?

the 6 million Tibetans or a few

It is almost impossible to conceive

Some might question that. In answer I

churches among the 200 million Ben-

of a strong church within a people

report on what transpired in GCOWE-

galis is less than a drop in the bucket.

that has no word of the Bible trans-

97 in South Korea.

Our aim should be at minimum a

lated into their own language. The

Luis Bush, the Director of the

church for every people, but this is

lack of the Scriptures for the Berber

AD2000 Mvt., made a great effort dur-

only a beginning. This is where the

languages of North Africa was a signif-

ing GCOWE-97to encourage mission

Discipline a Whole Nation vision of

icant factor in the surprising disap-

agencies represented and the various

Jim Montgomery is so valid. We need

pearance of the once-large North Afri-

national delegations to commit them-

to ensure that there is a vital, wor-

can Church between the coming of

selves to reaching each of the remain-

shiping group of believers within easy

Islam in 698 and the twelfth century.

ing 500 peoples. By the end of

reach of every man, woman and child

The same was true for the Nubian

GCOWE only 172 were left without

in the world. I reckon that there are

peoples of the Upper Nile, who eventu-

any commitment from those present.

now about 3,000,000 congregations of

ally succumbed to Islam after being

all kinds in the world today. Mont-

Christian for 1,500 years. Why did

gomery has written a challenging

they succumb? The Bible was never

book 7,000,000 Churches to Go! to

translated into their languages.

It must be added that we know of
many

smaller

peoples

(possibly

around 1,000) with populations less
than 10,000 who are just as worthy of
attention, and part of Jesus’ discipling

command

which

are

not

included in these totals.
However, the implications of this
are immense and exciting. It means
that we are running out of peoples
where

there

is

no

pioneer

work

us.1 The

William Carey saw Bible transla-

DAWN Movement founded by Mont-

tion as so important that it became

gomery has made a significant impact

the main thrust of his mission work.

in many countries around the world

He wanted to lay the foundations for

in

multi-

strong Indian churches through the

church

labors of his missionary successors.

highlight the task ahead of

setting

country-wide,

denominational

goals

for

planting to achieve that vision.

The impact of the translation of the

Church planting has been greatly

Bible is shown by the pioneer work of

ensued by many support and media

the London Missionary Society in

ministries which are people and lan-

Madagascar. The LMS made it a high

guage-sensitive. Immense efforts are

priority to translate the New Testa-

being poured into these ministries, all

ment into Malagasy. Soon after terri-

of which have the potential of almost

ble persecution broke out under

most effective way to achieve this is

completely covering the world’s popu-

Queen Ranavalona. The missionaries

pursued.

lation and peoples. Here I briefly

were expelled, but in spite of this the

describe the possibilities and impact

church survived and even multiplied. 2

already

in

progress

or

is

being

planned. To have reached this point is
a very special moment in the history
of missions! It also underlines the
need for wise networking and partnering with others to ensure that the

Planting

one

congregation

of

of the major mega-ministries.

We can only praise God for the
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remarkable ministry of the Bible Soci-

achieved. There is much work to keep

and distributed quite apart from, and

eties around the world who have mul-

an

complementary to, the work of the

tiplied over and over the number of

another generation or more.

army

of

translators

busy

for

League, Scripture Gift Mission, the

languages that now have Scriptures.
More recently God raised up the

Bible Societies—such as The Bible

The Power of Literature

Gideon, Pocket Testament League and

Wycliffe Bible Translators with the

The power of non-Christian litera-

many others. Here I will only describe

specific vision to provide a New Testa-

ture in corrupting millions is well

what I regard as the most globe-

ment for every language without the

known, for one only has to think of

covering literature vision the world

Scriptures. WET is now one of the

the pernicious evil that came through

has ever seen—that of Every Home for

largest cross-cultural mission agen-

Hitler’s racist Mein Kampf or Marx’s

Christ. The vision is very simple, but

cies in the world. Their workers had,

warped theories in Das Kapital, and

its out workings have had extraordi-

by 1997,translated the Scriptures into

Mao Tse Tung’s poisonous diatribes in

nary coverage and impact.

420 languages, and have teams work-

The Little Red Book.

That vision is to prayerfully dis-

ing in a further 965. The rate of

The power of Christian literature

tribute a simple, relevant gospel pres-

increase of Bible translations into new

should not be underestimated. Some

entation to every home and institution
in each country of the world. Every

languages is shown in this dramatic
diagram.

One cannot but be
impressed with the
breadth of this vision
and the above
results...
We have to admit
that even in such
a large and complex
country
as India, with the
largest concentration of
unevangelized
individuals in the
world, it is likely that
nearly all the homes
have been visited
twice!

A Forum of Bible Agencies was
formed in 1992 linking together the
efforts of 17 Bible translation and distribution agencies. The aims are courageous and need to be covered in
prayer. In 1993 these were:
1. The whole Bible translated into
all languages spoken by five million or
more by the end of 1999. There were
33 languages in this category that
needed to be translated.
2. The New Testament translated
into all languages spoken by over
500,000 people by the end of 1998.
This meant a commitment to 77 languages that needed to be translated.
3. Some Scriptures in audio or
written form for all languages spoken
by more than 250,000 by the end of
1997.

Home for Christ has systematically
distributed almost two billion multipage gospel messages globally, each
with a decision card, in languages
spoken by 95% of the world’s population. Illiterate people are reached with
audio messages and the blind are provided messages prepared in Braille.
Over 19million of these decision cards
have been returned to 80 global
offices where each is followed up with
a four-part Bible Correspondence
Course. The aim is that every contact
be introduced to a worshiping group
of believers.
Other

statistics

are

equally

impressive. In 1997 almost 2,000 fulltime nationals were employed in 80
countries, who coordinated as many
as 10,000 volunteer distributors in
the field during any given week. On

4. Translation begun in all lan-

average, these workers physically take

guages spoken by over 100,000 peo-

the Gospel to 350,000 new families

ple by the end of 1997.

every seven days, or approximately

Of the world’s 6,703 languages, at

50,000 families a day. Based on a glo-

least 925 and possibly over 2,000 lan-

bal average of 5.2 persons per house-

guages still have a need for New Tes-

hold, this means that as many as

tament translation work. The majority

250,000 persons are provided reason-

of these languages are in the African
Sahel and Horn of Africa, the Iranic
peoples, Central Asia, the Caucasus,China and India. We should be
urgently recruiting many more dedicated and talented missionary Bible
translators in order to see this task

able access to the message of salvareckon that over half of evangelical

tion through EHC activity every day.

Christians attribute their conversion,

In areas of EHC activity where

at least in part, to Christian litera-

there are no Bible-believing churches

ture.

of any kind, converts are encouraged

Today there is a prodigious volume of Christian literature produced
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to come together for fellowship, Bible
study and worship in small groups
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called “Christ Groups.” These some-

Gospel Recordings, the mission she

organizations under the title Global

times develop into well established

founded, is one of the great mission-

Recordings Network with bases in 30

congregations. To date, some 15,000

ary sagas of this century.3 It was a

countries. They produce and distrib-

Christ Groups have been established

brilliant

the

ute audio evangelism materials in

world-wide with the majority being in

means

recording

many of the tongues spoken in every

such regions as India, Indonesia,

simple gospel messages on to records,

country on earth. In 1997 GRN suc-

Nepal, Africa, the South Pacific, and

and later, tapes and CDs even in lan-

ceeded in preparing a gospel message

guages where there were yet no believ-

in their 5,000th language. 4

the former Soviet Union. According to
a

report

received

recently

from

Africa,just one Christ Group near Kinshasa, Congo Republic, has grown to
become

a

well-established

church

with more than 2,000 members in
less than two years. In a city in the
Ukraine another Christ Group grew to

innovation
for

to

devise

painstakingly

ers or missionaries. The medium also

One of the advantages of this

lends itself to being able to fairly

medium is that the resources and

quickly produce gospel messages for a

time needed are small enough to ena-

multitude of languages and dialects.

ble recordings to be made for the

‘This linked with simple play-back

smaller peoples that could not other-

devices such as the Card-talk for

wise be served with radio broadcasts

records or manually operated play-

or Bible translation for many years to

back machines for cassettes enabled

come. A Bible translator would need

more than 3,000 in only 18 months.

to think carefully before committing

Since the first EHC was launched
in Japan in 1953, systematic everyhome distribution has been carried
out in more than 166 countries. Seventy-five have had at least one complete nation-wide coverage. Others,
like Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan have had multiple

coverages.

Some countries, like India and the
Philippines,have had two coverages
and are being covered for the third
time. The EHC ministry is currently
active in 80 countries including many

I simply want to show
the power of audio
materials in contributing
to the evangelization
of the least reached
peoples on earth... This
further enhances our
potential to reach
every tribe, people and
tongue within our
lifetime.

all the effort and the 10-15 years to
translating the New Testament into a
language spoken by 300 people, but
there is far less hesitation for preparing a recording, or series of recordings
for a people of 50 speakers;
GRN have a program called Tailenders—those who are the last to get
served, if they ever do get served. Gospel

Recordings/Global

Recordings

Network is committed to finding and
providing for the evangelization of
Tail-enders, who are being ignored

new works in the former Soviet Union,

and neglected. The ultimate aim is to

French Africa, Asia,and the Pacific. By

have a recording for every living lan-

1997 EHC activity world-wide had

guage and dialect on earth; possibly a

been responsible for distributing over

total of around 16,000.5

1.78 billion pieces of gospel literature

There is not the space to tell of

in hundreds of languages.

many other worthy agencies that spe-

One cannot but be impressed

cialize in producing audio materials

with the breadth of this vision and the

for

above results—even if the magnitude

Scriptures on tape, teaching, and so

of such figures obscures the disappointments and failures. Yet by this

missionaries to leave an audio message that could be played over and
over again. Illiteracy, lack of resident

means we have to admit that even in

believers

such a large and complex country as

speaking their languages did not pre-

India, with the largest concentration

vent the truth being given to unevan-

of unevangelized individuals in the

gelized peoples. This tool has often

world,it is likely that nearly all the

been the first means by which totally

homes have been visited twice!

unevangelized peoples first hear the

or

lack

of

missionaries

gospel.

Faith Comes by
Hearing the Word
The story of Joy Ridderhof and

Gospel Recordings has grown into
an international network of missions

evangelism

and

discipleship—

on. Here I simply want to show the
power of this medium in contributing
to the evangelization of the least
reached peoples on earth, especially
those bypassed by other ministries
because of smallness of size or isolation. This further enhances our potential to reach every tribe, people and
tongue within our lifetime.

The Jesus Film
The

Jesus

Film

Project

has
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in

areas

of

additional

Jesus according to the Gospel of Luke

sible to verify, but amazing stories

Since its inception World by 2000

has become one of the most powerful

have emerged from Russia, China,

broadcasters have added 75 new lan-

evangelistic tools of recent times and

India and many parts of the Middle

guages, and the initiative continues to

the most-watched film in history. 6

East of large numbers of churches

provide impetus as the year 2000

The year 2000 vision is that at

being planted and numbered almost

approaches. There are now approxi-

least all of the world’s 300 languages

entirely by Christian radio. The minis-

mately 90remaining languages which

spoken by more than one million peo-

tries of HCJB in Ecuador, Trans

are scheduled for development. 7

ple and at most all languages spoken

World Radio, Far East Broadcasting

by more than 75,000 people, and

Company &Association, Radio ‘BRA,

progress towards this goal. However

many of the smaller ones, will have a

and many others have borne fruit

with

version of the film available and in

beyond

unreached

use by then, The intermediate goal

would have expected.

earlier

church

number

exists.Such figures are almost impos-

that

no

a

ers

This literal portrayal of the life of

all

where

research

already been mentioned on p 154.

detractors

mega-languages were identified.

It

is

astonishing

many

of

peoples,

to

the
the

see

the

remaining
difficulties

look almost insurmountable, and will

was 271 translations ready by the end

In recent years many of these

need a large investment of expertise

of 1993. By August 1997 this total

large global ministries have come

and funds, development of scarce or

had reached 417 translated and a fur-

together to form the World by 2000

non-existent follow-up ministries,and

ther 226 in production.

International Network. The aim was

a sufficient pool of native-speaker

and

the Gospel by Radio to all Peoples. To

Christians with the maturity in the

resources needed to produce this film

be more specific,the aim was to pro-

Lord to make the programs. Just a

in so many languages is staggering.

vide the gospel by means of radio to

few examples of the challenge:

Many thousands of Christian workers

every mega-language (this is a lan-

in many agencies are working hard in

guage

than

Iran are one of the least reached peo-

preparing new language versions or

1,000,000 people) with a daily half-

ples in the world. There are no known

extensively showing this film. It has

hour broadcast. This means that over

Christians in Iran directly involved in

become a significant contributor to

99.5% of the world’s population would

reaching them, and there are few Luri

world evangelization.

have the potential to hear the gospel

The

effort,

planning

spoken

by

more

in a language they could understand.

Contribution of Radio

The logic behind this is that nearly all
an

of the people who speak a language of

extraordinary history with some thrill-

less than 1,000,000 would be at least

ing

breaking

partially bilingual and know sufficient

down long-held prejudice against the

of a more widely spoken language to

gospel. It has also made a pivotal con-

understand the message. Of course in

tribution to providing teaching to

many areas radio listeners would be

Christians and their leaders especially

few, but in others many. For instance

where no other teaching resources

it was reckoned a few years ago that

were accessible.

15% of the population of the southern

Christian
results

Radio
in

has

gradually

had

The most dramatic evangelistic

part of Muslim Yemen listened to the

results have been where regular cul-

Christian FEBA station on Seychelles

turally-relevant broadcasts have been

in the Indian Ocean.

beamed into areas closed for most

At the time the World by 2000

overt mission outreach. Justin Long

Network made the commitment (men-

of the Global Evangelization Move-

tioned in more detail on p.152) to

ment and working on the World Chris-

broadcast daily for at least30 minutes

tian Encyclopedia reckons that there

to every language of over one million

are probably around 3 million people

speakers, it was estimated that about

who have come to faith in Christ as a

140 of the world’s mega-languages

result of radio and television broad-

had Christian broadcasts. This meant

casting, of which possibly 400,000 of

that a further 160 language services

these are isolated, often secret believ-

needed to be developed. With further
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* The 3,000,000 Luri people In

communities in other countries where
they are more accessible. How, then,
can broadcasts be made when no
Christians are available to speak into
a radio microphone?
* The 4,000,000 Kanuri of Niger,
Nigeria and Chad have been evangelized by SUM, SIM and other missions
for decades, but after all this effort,
the Christians among this Muslim
people can he counted on fingers and
toes. There are no viable churches
and few Christian leaders to recruit
for radio ministry, and even if there
were, those vital workers would probably have to leave another key ministry to do this. To prepare a daily 30
minute broadcast with the content
and necessary appeal is a challenge
that needs a team of dedicated workers for broadcasts and the essential
follow-up ministries to be maintained.
* The 1,500,000 Kham Tibetan
people of China have no broadcasts in
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their language, and the Christians

Some countries have tried to ban sat-

broadcasting with the possibility of

among them are few. Most of these

ellite receiver dishes, but to no avail -

interactive

are also in the far west of China strad-

the dishes get smaller by the year and

whether by email, sound or TV with

dling

Tibetan

more easily concealed. It is reckoned

computers and satellites. This opens

Autonomous Region. Much of the

that by 1997 about 80% of all homes

up the way for individual discipling in

Tibetan area is in turmoil because of

in Saudi Arabia had satellite dishes,

any language over satellite links. All

Chinese attempts to quell separatist

and

100,000

closed borders become increasingly

unrest. Were any Kham Christians

dishes were being set up every month.

irrelevant and less of a barrier for any

the

borders

of

the

in

Tehran,Iran

over

able to help with preparing broadcasts, where could they do this, and
would they bring trouble to themselves and their relatives were their
voices recognized by the authorities?

Satellite
Communications
The rapid development of satellite
TV broadcasting and the widespread
distribution of ever-smaller receiving
dishes

has

radically

affected

discipling

programs,

ministry. It is hard for us to imagine
in 10 years time what might become

Every people on earth
must be reached with
the gospel and discipled
for the
kingdom, using the
variety of tools and
possibilities
the Lord has given.

reality—a missionary based in Germany discipling Mantsi believers in
northern Siberia; a Korean intensive
TEE course run for Mauritanians in
Arabic based in Seoul; or a group of
refugee Hmong in French Guiana having fellowship with their fellow Hmong
believers in Laos! This all opens up
the potential for significant mission

our

work to the ends of the earth to be

world. Sadly, often for the worse with

run from a local congregation’s own

ubiquitous programming that panders

facilities.

to the basest instincts of man.Yet
even

this

medium

is

proving

This also opens up the possibility

a

of continuity of ministry even if conti-

remarkable means for proclaiming the

The desire for such is accentuated by

nuity of residence is denied the mis-

gospel in lands hitherto almost inac-

the boredom induced by unimagina-

sionaries of the future. Are we ready

cessible for the gospel.

tive Islamic programming. When a

to fully exploit these amazing technol-

For some nations, the advent of

Muslim scholar sits in front of a cam-

satellite technology is a boon for

era and chants the Qu’ran, it is a

avoiding the need for provision of

strong

expensive cables for both national tel-

surf!

encouragement

to

channel

There has been a rapid rise in

ground-based television transmitters.

Christian investment in this medium.

This

In 1997 the Christian broadcasting

that

even

the

less-

developed countries could leap-frog

organizations,

into

Bible Channel (UK) and the Miracle

twenty-first

century

technol-

SAT-7(Cyprus),

Network(Norway)

major

high-

using the AMOS satellite with a foot-

technology communications. We can

print covering the whole Middle East.

therefore

prayerfully

The response to Arabic broadcasting

launched and wisely managed Chris-

by the end of 1997 was far beyond the

tian TV broadcasting could have and

expectations of the producers. By Sep-

is having a significant impact on large

tember 1997, 25 million people a

numbers of peoples that are otherwise

week were hearing about the Gospel

in

expect

accessing
that

very little exposed to the gospel.
There are a number of Muslim
countries that have been very aware
of

the

subversive

and

corrupting

effects to existing morals and religious
beliefs by widely accessible programming over which they have no control.

were

all

The

ogy.Poverty is no longer necessarily a
factor

In Conclusion
We must not be dazzled by the

ephone systems and also a network of
means

ogies?

started

in India by satellite TV, but this will
increase to more than 50 million in 11
languages by January 1998.There are
big plans for such satellite networks
for Latin America and East Asia.
The rapid expansion of “bandwidth” available is enabling more

wonders of technology and think that
the

need

for

mighty

intercessory

prayer is obviated, the need for the
cross and suffering nullified, or the
value of real life acculturation and
incarnation of expatriate missionaries
within the culture lessened. Technology lessens our sole dependence on
physical nearness and direct personal
contacts, but does not lessen

its

value. Every people on earth must be
reached with the gospel and discipled
for the kingdom, but the flexibility
and variety of tools and possibilities
have multiplied. Let us use them
where appropriate.
Each medium provides another
layer of global coverage. Not every
layer will affect every person equally,
but the cumulative multiplicity of
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media layers does give us grounds to
give greater expectation that the task
can be finished if we mobilize the
resources of the Church.

Endnotes
1. Montgomery 1975, 1989, 1997. Montgomery’s challenge as to the need for
church multiplication applies both to
areas not yet evangelized and to
areas that have been evangelized, but
where accessibility to churches is
inadequate.
2. Nell 1904:269-7O.
3. Barlow 1952, Thompson 1978.
4. Gospel Recording Network have an
email
address
at
<GloReNet@aol.com> and a web site
at<http:llourworld.compuserve.com/
homepages/GloReNet>
3. The latest WBT Ethnologue total for
known languages of the world is
6,700. However the Ethnologue also
lists known dialects of these languages. This adds almost 10,000 dialects to the language list. The difference between language and dialect Is
hard to determine, but decided not
only on linguistic, but also historical,
cultural and social factors. If one
group of people dislikes their samelanguage neighbors, a few words that
differ, or shades of pronunciation are
all that are needed to make a dialect
into another language and another
New Testament preferred!
6. Eshloman 1995. This book tells something of the history, struggles, triumphs and fruit of this extraordinary
gospel tool.
7. The World By 2000 Network has a
web site where more details may be
found of languages broadcast, and
languages or which broadcast are
needed: <http://www.wb2000.org/>.
[Editor’s note: This article is a reprint
from a chapter in Patrick Johnstone’s
excellent new book The Church is Bigger
Than You Think. Permission granted. To
order Johnstone’s book call the William
Carey Library at 1-800-MISSION or contact the IJFM editor.]
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Acts 13 Breakthrough
“Observe! be astonished! Wonder! Because I am doing something in your days—you would not
believe if you were told” (Habakkuk 1:5). Here is powerful strategy for igniting the Church worldwide with
a vision for releasing a task force of at least 200,000 new missionaries to the harvest fields of the
world. Every church and every Christian needs to be a part of this vision in obedience to the Great
Commission the Lord has given us to complete in this kairos moment of history.
by George Verwer

T

he “Acts 13 Breakthrough” is

workers are in places where the

sands of new missionaries are already

both a vision and a strategy for

church already exists. Many continue

on the field. Tens of thousands are

churches and Christians to raise up,

to return home or head for glory, so

already in some kind of training or

recruit,

support

tens of thousands are needed to fill

holding pattern wanting to get to the

200,000 new missionaries to the har-

those gaps. Of course, in many cases,

mission field.

vest fields of the world—doing it in

the church is now planted and so the

obedience to the mission command

missionary can move into some other

given to us by Jesus Christ in Mat-

ministry or more unreached areas.

train,

send

and

What Kind of
Missionaries are
Needed?

thew 28:18-20 to go in His name to all

However, this is more easily said

the nations (ethnic groups) of the

than done. Our greater burden is for

Who do we classify as a mission-

earth and to disciple them and plant

the more unreached people groups of

ary? We are talking about people who

His

the world with the millions of individ-

have been sent by the Lord and by the

uals

Church

and

Kingdom

among

them.

greatly

church, as in Acts 13, who are moving

The vision is inspired by the

neglected until recently. In places like

out into cross-cultural ministry. It is

example of the New Testament church

Canada, the USA, U.K., Brazil, Philip-

hard to know how to draw the line,

in Antioch (Acts 13:1,2) who obeyed

pines, Korea and a number of other

especially as we want to include tent-

the leading of the Spirit of God to “set

lands, there are hundreds of thou-

makers or bi-vocational missionaries.

sands of Christian workers and mil-

Some might say that all committed

lions of other committed Christians.

Christians are missionaries, and we

Yet in all those places they are calling

are overly aware of the complexity of

for help and more workers. If workers

definitions.

apart

Barnabas

and

Saul

[later

changed to Paul] for the work to
which I have called them.”

Why do We Need
200,000 New
Missionaries?
In a world now consisting of 6 billion people, we must face the reality of
how many still have not heard the
Gospel, much less have a church or
even a witness in their midst. In book
after book, and article after article, it
has been made clear that large numbers

of

workers

are

desperately

who

have

been

so

are needed and employed in already

However, for the purpose of what

reached nations, how much more we

needs to be accomplished, we must

need large numbers in places and

accept a narrower definition as set

among peoples where the church is

forth by many missiologists. We are

just being born or even is non-

talking about people with specific

existent. Keep in mind that many of

spiritual guidance (a specific call of

the workers are couples. Also remem-

God) who will launch out into mis-

ber that we are including in our target

sionary work in a serious way.

full-time missionary support and back
up staff.

We are talking here about people
going out of their own culture to work

We feel we should aim high. We

among peoples of other cultures. This

are not claiming that God has given

specific calling is not to say that they

us a magic number of 200,000 new

are better than someone led to work

new missionaries, some believe we

missionaries. Nor are we claiming

among people in their own cultures.

need close to 1 million.

they will all be on the field by the year

We need both; however, our goals and

The reality of mission allocation is

2000. In fact, since we have had this

aims must be for cross-cultural work-

as follows: About 90% of existing

and other goals for some years now,

ers especially targeting those peoples

we can praise God that many thou-

and cultures who have never heard

needed in so many parts of the world.
To be sure, I have not heard anyone
say that we need less than 200,000
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the Gospel for the first time, nor have

ary work for at least a year or two

every nation that would partner with

any Christian church of any form

with the great majority going to the

us to keep track of what is happening.

whatsoever planted in their cultures

10/40 Window of the world. We know

We would like to see whole denomina-

and language groups.

some of these will return after a

tions and church streams or fellow-

When all is said and done, there

couple of years, but with an on-going

ships taking ownership of this vision

will always be complex situations that

strategy, there will always be others to

and strategy.

will not be easy to define or measure.

take their place. We are talking about

In a number of nations books are

We want to be as big-hearted as pos-

people who have undergone specific

published that give statistics about

sible in counting someone as a mis-

training for their life and ministry.

the number of missionaries. In the

sionary, but we must have some

This is one of the reasons we want to

U.K. we have the UK Christian Hand-

parameters.

make local churches linked with mis-

book which is updated every couple of

churches

We

and

feel

that

sending

years. We hope that more

denomina-

tions will be the ones to

nations

make the final decision in

material and information. In

these matters. Our unity on
this will be in the midst of
diversity.
However, we are not just

Graph here
of
the 10/40 Map of the World

will

have

similar

some ways, the final statistics will only be written in
heaven. We want to be proactive in this thrust and not

thinking of traditional career

be held up because of the

missionaries from Western

many problems and obsta-

countries though we need as

cles

many of them as possible.

method of communication,

that

surface.

Every

and especially email, will be

We believe the new emerging
sending countries will be the bigger

sion agencies the center of the entire

used to keep vital information flowing

partners in this great mission thrust.

strategy. This is one of the reasons we

to all those who want and need it.

Many of them will work in their own

are calling this ACTS 13 BREAK-

nation, as in India, among people of a

THROUGH.

How Will we Present
the Vision?

different language and culture. This is
already happening in countries, and it
is virtually impossible to measure its
impact.

Why Do We Need
200,000 New
Missionaries?

This vision and challenge is being
launched by the Missions Mobilization
Network of the AD 2000 & Beyond

For instance, in Western coun-

This will not be easy and we must

Movement. Working with Luis Bush

tries Christian workers working cross-

not be intimidated by the complexities

(with whom I have had many phone

culturally in a serious way must be

and problems. It is essential that we

calls lately) the initial challenge will go

classified as a vital part of our mis-

realize that our goals are for the whole

out to the world-wide network. We

sionary

Anglo-American

Body of Christ and that we do not

believe each aspect of AD 2000 &

working in the inner city among black

think we are the people who are mak-

Beyond, including every Task Force

people is a missionary whether they

ing this happen. Many great things

and Track of the AD2000 Movement,

accept the term or not. A native Amer-

are happening, often by denomina-

will see how it fits into the vision and

ican working among other Americans

tions and churches that do not have

work that God has given them.

would also be a missionary.

any link with AD 2000 & Beyond, and

Our dream is that everyone linked

in some cases with anyone else. We

in any way with the movement will

force.

An

We must all recognize a major
paradigm shift in the global world

would

missions program. We do not include

information

people going on a mission trip, or any-

them even if it were

thing less than one year, even though

just once a year, but

we esteem that kind of ministry. Many

it is not easy to know

longer term people got their vision

how to go about that.

when they were on something very

In any case, we would

short. We are talking about people

like

who are headed into specific mission-

national
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to

like

find

to

get
from

strong

entities

in

This is a breakthrough concept!
It captures the essence of the
heart of Jesus when He said,
“Pray to the Lord of the
harvest to thrust out laborers into
the harvest field.” It provides
a handle for every local church in
every region of the world to
contribute to God’s intitiative of
our times.
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take ownership of this vision and

name some years ago.

will need a number of churches to

share it with others especially any

In any case, it would be a huge

churches with whom they are linked.

mistake if we allowed things we do not

this

Our prayer is that other umbrella

agree with about AD 2000 and the

often play such a key role. It is unlim-

organizations, like national mission-

Joshua Project, etc., to keep us from

ited what we could do if we did not

ary alliances, will also take ownership

the basic biblical task of sending out

care about who got the credit. We

and begin to run with the vision. Most

workers especially to the nations who

of them already are into this kind of

still have not been discipled. I believe

vision or something similar. Many

this would clearly grieve the Holy

parts of this challenge are not new to

Spirit of God. In that light, I would

people who are already on the cutting

urge everyone to read Chapter 9,

edge recruiting and sending. We hope

“Graciously Disagreeing and Pressing

to see a spiritual explosion in answer

On” in Charles Swindoll’s book The

to prayer (still the heart of our strat-

Grace Awakening. Without this kind

egy as per Matthew 9:35) that will

of I Corinthians 13 biblical reality we

cause hundreds of mission agencies,

will never be able to do what God

networks and key churches to take

wants us to do. Without on-going bib-

hold of this breakthrough. We hope

lical renewal, we will never reach our

they will contextualize it into their

goals. This particular vision and strat-

own situation whether they are part of

egy must be woven into all the other

AD 2000 & Beyond or not. Our prayer

great goals and aims that we all have

is

Christians

on our hearts. Quality of life and bib-

would seriously pray and then seri-

lical purity in Christ must be at the

ously obey just as those early Chris-

heart of all we do. Other vital empha-

tians did at Antioch in Acts 13.

ses like worship, spiritual warfare,

that

churches

and

How does this vision and strategy

church growth and ministry to the

fit into the whole Joshua Project 2000

whole person and the whole society

effort? If you have read about this,

are all part of what burns upon our

then you already know that sending

hearts. God will, of course, lead differ-

workers, especially to the unreached

ent people, churches and organiza-

and untargeted peoples, is already at

tions in different ways, but I believe,

the heart of the Joshua Project. The

with godly humility, we can learn to

“Acts 13 Breakthrough” is a vision

appreciate one another’s visions and

and strategy that will help make it

ministries and thereby produce huge

happen.

synergetic action that will result in

Biblical

research,

prayer,

mobilizing and training should lead to

every people group, and planting a

is

where

mission

fellowships

NUMBER OF CHURCHES NEEDED TO
SEND 200,000 NEW MISSIONARIES
(According to Country and Area)
This represents less than 10% of the
churches in the world.

AUSTRALIA
CANADA
CARIBBEAN
CENTRAL AMERICA
& MEXICO
EASTERN EUROPE
EAST ASIA PACIFIC
GREAT BRITAIN
KOREA
NEW ZEALAND
SCANDINAVIA &FINLAND
SOUTH AFRICA
REST OF AFRICA
SOUTH AMERICA
SOUTH ASIA (India, Pakistan,
Nepal, &Sri Lanka)
USA
WESTERN EUROPE
REST OF WORLD

2,000
5,000
1,000
5,000
5,000
4,000
5,000
5,000
1,000
1,200
5,000
5,000
10,000
15,000
25,000
4,800
1,000

100,000

TOTAL

millions coming into the Kingdom.

actual workers being sent. This breakthrough vision shows that reaching

cooperate to get them to the field, and

must not just sing about the glory of

What about
Missionary Support?

God (and preach), but we must live
and act in a way that demonstrates

church in each people, is doable. We

It would be easy to say that God

realize this might not happen by the

will supply, but we know he has

year 2000. That is one of the reasons

turned that task over to us and it will

the word BEYOND was added to the

not be an easy one. We have launched
“Operation

I am so convinced about the
“Acts 13 Breakthrough
Strategy” that by God’s grace I am
giving it a major chunk of the
next two years. This a a great
plan which has enormous
potential to help finish the task of
world evangelization.

Support

that we want HIM TO GET ALL THE
GLORY.
We know that ten times more
money

is

now

in

the

hands

of

churches and Christians than say 25

and

years ago. Money is not really our

are helping thousands

main problem. As people get fired up,

of churches and work-

repent and obey, we will see an ava-

ers

this

lanche of finances to get the workers

Breakthrough,”

deal

with

tough

issue.

uphill

all

Many

new

is

to the field and keep them there. A

way.

top priority must be getting people

workers

who are back home at present trying

It

the
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Acts
Acts 13
13 Breakthrough
Breakthrough
to raise support so that they can

ACTS WILL DO IT WHEREVER PEO-

return.

PLE ARE SERIOUS ABOUT HIS COM-

We are also hoping to mobilize in

MANDS AND KINGDOM.

a greater way all those now at home
who have had field experience as they
can be so key in the mentoring and
mobilizing aspect of raising and send-

To find out more, and see the big
picture, we have produced various
resources that are free of charge to

ing more workers. Of course, many

help you grasp the vision and get

are already doing this especially in

involved. Contact AD2000 Missions

their own local fellowships. Can you

Mobilization Network, PO Box 660,

imagine 100,000 churches and fellow-

Forest Hill, London, SE23 3ST ENG-

ships around the globe getting into

LAND. Or send an email to:

the Acts 13 reality in a big way?

chacko.thomas@london.ict.om.org
You can also contact the editor of

In Conclusion
Where do we go from here? Of

the IJFM especially regarding the cru-

you

cial aspect of mission training. (See

already are as to vision, missions and

IJFM address, tel., fax., and email

the unreached peoples of the world.

address in the Contents page of this

We must all by faith take some

edition.)

course,

that

depends

where

dynamic giant steps forward. If you
and your fellowship already share the
heart for this vision, the most important thing is for other Christians and
for

your

fellowship

and

other

churches to grasp the vision and then
to adopt a clear plan to see it happen.
You and leaders in the Body of Christ
can do what believers did in Acts 13,
allowing the Holy Spirit to speak and
lead. Ask God to clarify the vision and
plan. If your fellowship is too small to
send one new missionary by itself,
consider partnership with others in
your church or area.
Also, good missionary training is
very important. Appoint someone

to

research this whole area, to contact
mission agencies and training colleges, etc., who can advise and help.
You can contact the IJFM editor
about this all important training or
mission equipping matter.
Where did this vision come from?
The heart of this vision came to me on
a flight from Cordoba to Buenos Aires
after taking part in Love Latin America. Based on that vision I BELIEVE
WITH ALL MY HEART THAT THE
SAME HOLY SPIRIT THAT SENT OUT
THE WORKERS IN THE BOOK OF
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George Verwer
is the leader
and founder
of Operation
Mobilization,
a mission
organization
dedicated to
motivate, develop and equip
people for world evangelization, especially among the
unreached in the Middle East,
South and Central Asia and
Europe.

Resources to Reach the Window:
Will the Church Respond?
We must be willing to make radical changes in our mission efforts in order to present the
Gospel in a relational and culturally sensitive way in the darkest areas of the world. We all must ask
ourselves the probing question: “Have we allocated people, resources, and finances properly,
or have we squandered the gifts God has given us for reaching the lost on ourselves
for our own pleasure?”
by Beverly Pegues and Luis Bush

A

t a University of Texas Medical

Con 2:10) indwelling us (1 Cor. 3:16),

1.4 billion people in the 10/40 Win-

Branch clinic, I (Beverly) was

we as God’s people have access to

dow who have never heard the glori-

drawn to a wall where the UTMB’s

heaven and all of its divine resources.

ous Gospel one time, and in a cultu-

Mission Statement declared, “The mis-

Therefore, we must seek God for a

rally

sion of the UTMB is to provide schol-

release of His divine plan and purpose

languages. Author Oswald J. Smith,

arly

for the entire world (Isa. 14:24, 26).

former pastor of Peoples Church in

teaching,

innovative

scientific

sensitive

way

in

their

own

investigation, and state of the art

Many people in the past have

Toronto, Canada, has said, “No one

patient care. UTMB must lead in the

regarded the 10/40 Window nations

deserves to hear the Gospel twice

discovery of new approaches to the

as peoples who are resistant to the

while there are those who have yet to

prevention and treatment of disease

Gospel. However, mission researcher

hear it once.”

and in the application of this new

Dr. David Barrett, editor of

World

This is the probing question we

knowledge. This effort requires super-

Christian Encyclopedia, has concluded

must ask ourselves: “Have we allo-

ior patient care programs in each of

that the 10/40 Window is spiritually

cated people, resources, and finances

its clinical departments which will, in

responsive to the Gospel. Christian-

properly, or have we squandered the

turn, nurture and support scholarly

ity’s poor representation in the 10/40

gifts God has given us for reaching

Window, he says, stems not from the

the lost on ourselves and our own

people’s resistance but simply from

pleasure?”

activities that underlie and nurture
them.”
As I read this, I thought, “This is
the type of heart the Body of Christ
should have. We must be devoted to
our compassionate desire to reach the
lost.” If a secular institution has this
much dedication to healing people of
disease, how much more should the
Church provide for those who are
diagnosed

as

eternally

terminal—

unless we reach them.
We must

be

willing

to

make

cutting-edge changes in our approach
in order to present the Gospel in a
relational and culturally sensitive way
in the darkest areas of the world.

their lack of exposure to the Good
News.1
“Dollar for dollar and hour for

Needed: Skilled
Workers

hour, the harvest coming from the

Directing our resources properly

10/40 Window nations outstrips that

is all the more important in an age

from the rest of the world 100 to 1,”

when completion of the Great Com-

Barrett says. “That is, if the same

mission appears to be an attainable

money and time spent to win one per-

goal. As we face the 21st century,

son to the Lord in the West were put

humankind boasts of greater techno-

to use in the 10/40 Window nations,

logical advancement than at any other

the effort would yield a harvest of 100

time in history. More knowledge than

souls added to the kingdom of God. It

ever before is more readily available,

is 100 times more cost effective, to

especially on the Internet. Convenient

reach those in the 10/40 Window.” 2

transportation options abound. The

Since we have the mind of Christ (1

The Church worldwide will have

Church enjoys enough wealth and

Cor 2:16) and we have the Holy Spirit

to give an account to the Lord for the

finances to provide what is needed to

who searches out the things of God (1

way we spend our resources, continu-

bring the Good News to the 10/40

ing to retell “the told” when there are

Window. Christianity claims more fol-
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lowers than any other religion, includ-

country of ministry. Many do not

an honor, as they obediently follow

ing Islam. We therefore have the work

associate

of

God’s direction for their lives, to use

force needed to finish the task.

Christ. When they forsake assembling

the knowledge and skills they have

Reaching the unreached of the

together with other believers (Heb.

obtained from colleges and universi-

10/40 Window is possible. Secular

10:25), they become weak in their

ties and on-the-job training among

business has proven this. Numerous

walk with the Lord.

people who don’t know the love of

with

the

local

Body

Jesus Christ.

businesses and franchises now stake
a claim in the remotest parts of the
world–Safeway, Chrysler Corporation,

Discipleship of
Workers

God calls us to be willing to send
our best and most brilliant men and

Kentucky Fried Chicken, McDonald’s,

As a Church we need to disciple

women, both those highly skilled in

Burger King, Pizza Hut, and others.

younger people, just as Jesus disci-

business or other vocations and those

Coca-Cola, for example, is available in

pled

discipled

gifted in the five-fold ministry. It is

200 countries. The business world

Joshua, and Paul discipled Timothy.

our responsibility to pray for these

has already taken its products into

The next generation presents a vast

workers to retain the mind and heart

places that the Church has yet to

untapped

of Christ as they labor among the lost.

the

Twelve,

Moses

bounty

of

skills

and

No matter how ungodly the people

penetrate with the Gospel.

God calls us to be willing
to send our best and
most brilliant men and
women, both those
highly skilled in business
or other vocations and
those gifted in the
five-fold ministry.

These same businesses can serve
as ministry vehicles for the Body of
Christ. Believers with skills sought
after by the business world can provide an important resource to the
kingdom of God. Those who travel and
live cross-culturally under the auspices of their regular job find an
entree for the Gospel into otherwise
resistant cultures and countries.

they serve may appear to be, each of
us must remember that these people
are precious to the Lord and deserve
our love and compassion. The lost are
not simply faceless people to be added
to our spiritual “hit lists.” Each group
has

unique

value

to

God.

They

deserve to know that our caring heavenly father loved the world so much
that He sent His only Son to rescue
every single person on this planet

A recent conference I (Beverly)

from the ruthless grip of the devil.

attended in Cyprus in the spring of
1998 included extensive discussion of

Tithing and Missions

“bi-vocational workers,” also known
concern

Few of the Church’s resources

expressed was that when missionaries

tend to provoke as much controversy

as

“tentmakers.”

One

go on the field as tentmakers, their
job-skill level might not attain a high
enough standard. Excellence in the
workplace wins favor and opens an

resources for the kingdom of God,
both for bi-vocational work and fulltime ministry. We must be dedicated
to the discipleship of potential bi-

as its finances. A sometimes not-sosilent majority feels uncomfortable
whenever the Church begins to teach
and speak about tithing. The Word of
God is clear, as it declares in Malachi

avenue to share the Good News with

vocational workers, encouraging them

co-workers. In other words, tentmak-

to pursue a deep relationship with the

ers may have strong spiritual skills,

Lord. As we nurture them in their love

but weak job skills. If they have not

for God and intimacy with Him, we

made the necessary sacrifice to pur-

can also pray for them as for our own

the tithe is to go into the storehouse

sue excellence in their trade and gain

children, desiring God’s best for their

for the work of the Lord.

the respect of their co-workers, tent-

3:10, that we are to tithe ten percent
of the 100 percent of the first fruits
(Prov. 3:9) that God gives us, and that

lives. We can pray they would be com-

Over the past decade, the assets

makers will be hindered in their wit-

pelled by the love of God to take the

of the Church have grown enor-

ness to their colleagues, and perhaps

Good News to the spiritually dark

mously. Could it be that we have seen

even cast a bad light on other believ-

places in the10/40 Window. We need

a tremendous growth in the wealth of

ers.

to instill in these bi-vocational work-

the Church to prepare it for meeting

ers (our spiritual children) a sense of

its responsibly to fulfill the Great

bi-vocational workers who are high

the

Commission?

performers on the job isolate them-

created in the image of the invisible

should be channeled to reach a ripe

selves from other believers in their

God. They can be reminded that it is

and burgeoning harvest field. The

A different concern arises when
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value

of

every

human

being

Increased

income
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concept of the “graduated tithe” recog-

of people are perishing without the

istry in difficult situations. Let God

nizes that as our income rises, we

knowledge of Jesus Christ. A realloca-

expand your faith that He can reach

have proportionately fewer real needs

tion of our income can mean the dif-

even the most closed and hidden peo-

of our own. Thus we can and should

ference between souls spending eter-

ples.

give

nity apart from God, or spending it in

a

greater

percentage

of

our

His presence.

income to God’s work.

* If you are a Christian entrepreneur, investigate business opportuni-

is

Is the North American Church

ties in 10/40 Window countries. This

tracked by Giving USA, a publication

using its resources in the best way

will give you an opportunity to hire

of the American Association of Fund-

possible? Our mandate to complete

nationals and model the life of Christ

Raising

Philan-

the Great Commission should compel

in your business.

thropy. In 1992 annual giving to

us to implement strategic plans for

Annual

giving

to

churches

Counsel/Trust

for

3

the

riches

that

God

* Continue to intercede daily for

North American churches or church-

using

has

the move of the Holy Spirit in the peo-

related activities totaled $56.7 billion.

entrusted to us to reach the lost

ples and countries of the 10/40 Window.

Figures for giving in 1997 total an
estimated $66.26

billion.4

Statistics show an increase in the
amount of giving; however, the percentage of income given by the majority

of

Christians

has

decreased.

According to Ronald J. Sider, the percentage of income given has dropped

The billions who have
yet to hear the Good
News ought to have first
claim on the billions of
dollars Christians give
yearly.

from 3.14 percent in 1968 to 2.46 percent in

1995.5

Will We Respond
to the Call?
“The conclusion, when all has
been heard, is: fear God and keep His
commandments, because this applies
to every person. For God will bring
every act to judgment, everything
which is hidden, whether it is good or

The New Testament is

evil” (Eccles. 12:13, 14).

clear that giving to the Lord’s work

Could these verses also apply to

should not be coerced; however, we
are compelled to give out of love for

the

the Savior.

resources, and work force on those

Paul deals with the subject of giving in many of his epistles. In 2 Corinthians he says that giving should not
be done grudgingly. Our giving should
be done out of gratitude for what
Christ has done for us: “For you know
the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ,
that though he was rich, yet for your
sakes he became poor, so that you
through his poverty might be made
rich” (2 Cor. 8:9).
How we spend our God-given
resources is of paramount importance. We will all appear before the
Lord one day to give an account of
what we did while we were on earth.
While Christians in the West live in
relative luxury, the majority of the
world’s population ekes out a living

Church

using

its

finances,

worldwide. The billions who have yet

who have heard the Gospel message

to hear the Good News ought to have

many times over?

first claim on the billions of dollars
Christians give yearly.

This passage of Scripture applies
to “every person”–including those in
the Window. Yet they don’t know the

Helping Meet
the Challenge

love of our God. They don’t know they
are supposed to worship God instead

* Examine your resources, your

of demonic deities. They don’t know

finances, time, and skills to see if

they should fear God. They haven’t

they can be used more strategically to

been taught

reach the 10/40 Window peoples who

Why? They don’t know, because the

have never heard the Gospel of Christ.

Church has neglected its responsibil-

* Consider working as a tent-

ity to evangelize the peoples in the

maker in areas closed to traditional
mission. Disciple and encourage others toward bi-vocational ministry.

His

commandments.

10/40 Window.
This article is a clarion call to
action. If we continue to ignore the

* Take a prayer journey to inter-

spiritual cries of the people in the

cede on site for unreached people

Window, we will have to answer to

groups.

God.

* Above all, seek God’s heart for

Remember, for some unreached

the lost and perishing. Ask Him to

people groups, it is 1,000 times more

motivate you with His love and com-

good stewards of the riches God has

effective

passion to do your part to fulfill the

given us? Each person must take an

finances and personnel on the lost in

Great Commission.

the 10/40 Window rather than on

on less than US $1.00 per day. 6 Can
we honestly say that we are being

inventory of our expenditures. Billions

* Explore creative options for min-

to

spend

our

mission

those already evangelized in the West-
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ern world. So reports research expert

If our hearts are right, we can all

Dr. David Barrett, and continues to

find practical ways to do our part.

remind us, “It is outrageous for Chris-

Let’s partner and join forces wherever

tians to squander their limited evan-

we can to evangelize the Window. God

gelistic resources in heavily Christian-

may be calling you to labor hand-in-

ized countries instead of the area

hand with ministries or people you

where never-reached persons would

never felt “called to” before. But if ful-

hear the Good News for the first time.”

filling the Great Commission is a “God

“If we are to be good stewards of

idea”—one that comes from Him, not

make

from us—we don’t have to worry

sense to invest where the harvest is

about who gets credit for completing

most plentiful? That is where we will

the task. We simply have to lay aside

see the greatest return for His king-

our self-interests, pride, and competi-

dom.”

tion in order to get the work done.

God’s

resources,

doesn’t

it

These statements should resonate
like God thunder from heaven, saying,

That way, He gets all the honor and
glory—not us.

“Wake up, Church, and direct your

Because of God’s zeal for the lost

attention to the 10/40 Window. Now!”

dwelling in the Window countries,

In Matthew 24:14 it is clear that

there is no question that the Holy

the Gospel must be preached in every

Spirit will make Jesus Christ known.

nation before the end will come. The

The question is, “Will we the Church

Gospel has not been preached to any

of the Lord move in concert with Him

measurable degree in the 10/40 Win-

and be yielded vessels that He will

dow. It is sobering to think that our

use?” God does have a plan to reach

disobedience could delay the Second

the peoples of the Window and He will

Coming of Jesus Christ.

accomplish this task by many or by

James 4:17 explains it this way:

few. Let’s pray and fast, and seek God

“Anyone, then, who knows the good

for the part each one of us is to play.

he ought to do and doesn’t do it,

Yes, all of us are responsible to reach

sins.” After reading this article, we

the lost in our generation.

can no longer enter a plea of ignor-

The wind of the Holy Spirit is

ance or naiveté. We must channel

moving in the 10/40 Window in an

laborers,

resources

unprecedented way. The Lord desper-

immediately to the most spiritually

ately loves the precious lost ones. Let

needy area of the world—into the 10/

us join with the Holy Spirit of God to

40

move methodically, effectively, and

finances,

Window

and

countries

and

its

powerfully in the Window to introduce

unreached peoples.

its inhabitants to Jesus Christ!
“From everyone who has been

In Conclusion
We cannot stop praying and seek-

given much, much will be demanded;

ing God for the release of His sove-

and from the one who has been

reign plan for the Window. When His

entrusted with much, much more will

strategies are released, we must be

be asked” (Luke 12:48).

obedient and respond quickly to saturate the Window with the glorious
Gospel of Jesus Christ. If we don’t, we
will be judged according to Ecclesiastes 12:13-14 for our disobedience
and

misappropriation

finances and resources.

of

God’s
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Joshua Project 2000
Unreached Peoples List
This is the updated “Joshua Project 2000 Unreached Peoples List.” The peoples listed are
“country-distinct” peoples each over 10,000 in population. They were chosen by their ethno-linguistic
distinction and their status of being less than 2% Evangelical and less than 5% Christian
adherents. The list highlights (shaded area) the 229 untargeted or unclaimed unreached peoples. Certainly
these are the peoples that are the most needy and therefore are the highest priority for missions.
May we all do our part to reach them by Dec. 31, 2000!
by Joshua Project 2000

T

1995

he Joshua Project 2000 list was

<dan@ad2000.org>.

suggestions

and 4) the status of the indigenous

originally released in December

will be given serious consideration if

church, called “Church”. Please note

sources of data are included.

the fuller definitions of these fields

and

has

been

continually

All

updated since then. New peoples have

In the spring of 1996 a ministry

been added to the original list based

survey was sent to approximately

on better field information showing

3,000 international mission agencies.

back

that they meet the criteria to be on

A second, follow-up survey was done

research, profile, pray for and see that

the list. Other peoples have been

in the spring of 1998 to continue to

a church-planting movement is estab-

removed from the original list because

update the information in this list and

lished in each unreached people (see

further research showed they were

to gather the relevant data concerning

list below).

ethno-cultural

ethno-

the groups added to the original list.

linguistic or the percentages of Evan-

Nearly 50,000 pieces of information

Field Description

gelicals or Christians were higher

regarding

1 People Name:

than originally reported. The original

among the Joshua Project peoples

Name of the people - preferably

list

the

were collected in response to these

the name by which they call them-

updated list has approximately 1600

surveys. This data has begun to pro-

selves

peoples.

vide a picture of four key areas: 1) the

names are in parenthesis. (Source:

had

rather

1739

than

peoples

and

church

planting

activity

below.
Joshua Project 2000 seeks feedand

in

volunteers

that

willing

country.

Alternate

ministry networks and partnerships

P.I.N.)

committee is made up of Ron Rowland

developing

2 Language:

of Wycliffe / SIL, Patrick Johnstone of

called “Responses” in this list, 2)

WEC / Operation World, and Luis

those peoples without any reported or

or

Bush of the AD2000 and Beyond

planned

(Source: P.I.N. / Ethnologue)

Movement. Suggested revisions to the

midst, called “Untargeted”, 3) the

list may be sent to the AD2000 and

status

Beyond address below or by e-mail to:

among these peoples, called “Team”

The Joshua Project list editorial

around

future
of

these

ministry

church

peoples,

in

planting

their
efforts

to

Language spoken by this people
occasionally

the

dialect

name.

3 Population:
Population of this people within
this country. (Source: P.I.N.)
4 % Adherents:
Percentage of this people, within
this country, who are identified as
being Christian adherents. Blanks
indicate data is unknown at this time.
Christian

is

defined

as

one

who

claims to be an adherent to the Christian religion. This includes professing
and affiliated adults and also their
children

(practicing

and

non-
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Unreached Peoples List
practicing). This is the broadest possible classification of Christian and
includes the six ecclesiological types
of Christians: Protestant, Roman
Catholic, Other Catholic, Orthodox,
Foreign marginal and Indigenous
marginal as defined in Operation
World. This is a definition based on
the self-confession of the individual,
not his or her ecclesiology, theology or
religious commitment and experience.
(Source: P.I.N.)
5 % Evangelicals:
Percentage of this people, within
this country, who are identified as
Evangelicals. Blanks indicate data is
unknown at this time. Evangelical
Christian is defined as a Christian
who generally emphasizes:
1. The Lord Jesus Christ as the
sole source of salvation through faith
in Him.
2. Personal faith and conversion
with regeneration by the Holy Spirit.
3. A recognition of the inspired
Word of God as the only basis for faith
and Christian living.
4. Commitment to biblical preaching and evangelism that brings others
to faith in Christ. (Source: P.I.N.)
6 Original List:
A marker in this column indicates
this group was part of the 1739 peoples from the original Joshua Project
list released in December 1995. Some
peoples have been dropped from the
original list because further research
has shown they were ethno-cultural
rather than ethno-linguistic or the
percentages of Evangelicals or Christians were higher than originally
reported. In this case there is no
marker under the “Updated List” column. The number after the country
name is the number of people groups
for that country. (Source: AD2000 &
Beyond)
7 Responses:
The number of unique data items
listed in the AD2000 International
Office database indicating some kind
of involvement with this unreached
people. The types of ministry that may

be included in this column are: (a)
Planning evangelistic activity among
this people, (b) Involved in evangelistic
activity among this people, (c) Planning church planting among this people, (d) Involved in church planting
among this people, (e) Willing to assist
a research team among this people,
(f) Other involvement, e.g., adoptions,
targeting, advocate, agency with more
data on this people, etc. An agency
may be listed in this field more than
once if they are involved in more than
one of the above mentioned types of
ministry. The number listed in this
field represents all responses that
have been recorded. (Source: AD2000
& Beyond)
8 Ministry Tools:
Evangelism tools that are available in the language of this people.
(Source: ISPD - Integrated Strategic
Planning Database of the Southern
Baptist International Mission Board.)
B= Bible or Bible portion available
or translation begun in the language
of this people.
R= Radio broadcasting of the gospel is currently available for this people.
A= Audio recording of the gospel
is available for this people.
J = “Jesus” film is available or
soon will be for this people.
9 Untargeted:
A marker in this column (shading
represents the same thing) indicates a
people that have no reported current
or planned church planting activity.
These are currently the most “needy”
groups in that there is no reported
current church planting effort in their
midst nor a reported commitment,
pledge or targeting for future church
planting. Those using this list for strategic planning should give special
attention to this column and focus
new efforts on these “untargeted” peoples. This untargeted status is based
on the data that has been reported to
the AD2000 and Beyond Movement
International Office over the last five
years. Because of security reasons
limiting the availability of information,
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and general gaps in our data, it is
quite likely that some of the peoples
on this list are actually targeted for
future church planting or already
have on-site teams. Your help is
needed to make this list as accurate
as possible. If you are aware of inaccuracies, updates or additional ministry
activities,
please
e-mail
<info@ad2000.org> with the update.
(Source: AD2000 & Beyond)
10 Team:
A marker in this column indicates
that there is a reported church planting effort among these people. This is
an exposure indicator. A church
planting effort could range from a very
small team of several people in a sensitive area to a well developed partnership of multiple organizations, denominations
and
agencies.
(Source:
AD2000 & Beyond)
11 Church:
A marker in this column indicates
a reported 100 or more believing
Christians, in one or more reproducing fellowships. This is an response
indicator. The original survey sent out
in the spring 1996 did not collect data
regarding the status of the indigenous
church so data in this field is limited
and very incomplete. The upcoming
survey in the spring of 1998 will seek
to gather much more accurate information regarding the status of the
indigenous church. (Source: AD2000
& Beyond)

Our Involvement
Consider making a commitment
to pray for and begin the process of
helping send an on-site missionary
team in order to establish the Church
of our Lord among at least one of the
UNTARGETED PEOPLES. Joshua Project 2000 is a global cooperative strategy with the goal of establishing, as a
minimum, an on-site church planting
team, and 100 or more believing
Christians, in one or more reproducing churches, within every ethnolinguistic people of over 10,000 individuals by December 31, 2000. We
ask you to be a part.

Your Participation in Reaching the
Untargeted Peoples
Untargeted peoples are unreached peoples that are currently
unclaimed,they are peoples who have no reported current or
planned church planting activity. They are the most “needy”
groups in that there is no reported current church planting effort
in their midst nor a reported commitment, pledge of targeting them
for future church planting mission work. We ,therefore, should
give special attention to these untargeted unreached people
groups, highlighted and shaded in the list, in order to give them
our special mission efforts and priority.
The untargeted status of these peoples is based on the data
that has been reported to the AD2000 and Beyond Movement
International Office over the last five years. Because of security
reasons limiting the availability of information, some of the peoples
on this list may actually have been targeted for future church
planting or may already have an on-site mission team. Your help is
needed to make this list as accurate as possible. If you are aware
of inaccuracies, updates or additional ministry activities, please
contact us.
Above all else, consider making a commitment to pray for and
be part of (or even start) the process of helping send an on-site
missionary team in order to reach and evangelize at least one of
the UNTARGETED PEOPLES. The goal is to establish, as a minimum, an on-site mission team, and have 100 or more believing
Christians in one or more reproducing churches, within every
ethno-linguistic people of over 10,000 individuals by December 31,
2000. We ask you to be involved and form a vital part in this the
Church’s highest priority. Contact us at:

AD2000 & Beyond International Office
Attn. Joshua Project
2860 S Circle Dr., Suite 2112
Colorado Springs, CO 80906 USA
Tel: 719-576-2000; Fax: 719-576-2685
Email: info@ad2000.org
Web: http:/www.ad2000.org

Editorial
(Continuation from page 57)
never before, the great urgency to
pray to the Lord of the Harvest to
send sufficient mission laborers, and
pray that they be “thoroughly
equipped” for this good work (2 Tim.
3:17), and then be sent with more
than adequate support to the ends of
the earth, especially to the untargeted
peoples of the earth?
It is my conviction, that if we were
to make this our prayer, asking the
Lord for adequate mission laborers,
followed through by adequate mission
recruitment, followed by adequate
training and sending of those
recruited, Habakkuk 5:1 would be fulfilled in world missions. If we were to
make this the priority for our lives
and our service unto God, both as
Christians and churches “we would
be utterly amazed.” Truly God would
do something in our day that we
would not believe, even if we were
told it—the completion of world
evangelization and the fulfillment of
the the agenda of history. (See
Malcolm Hunter’s article “Completing
the Agenda of History.”) God could do
this even in a moments notice “in the
twinkling of an eye”—in the next year
or two.
What will it take to get us to pray
as never before? What needs to happen to radically redirect ourselves and
our efforts to both pray for and
recruit, and then train and send at
least 200,000 new missionaries, allocating them among the most lost,
among the untargeted unreached peoples of the world? Note the untargeted
peoples are the most lost since no
missionaries, nor mission agencies,
nor mission churches have claimed
them, have adopted them, and/or are
making plans to reach and evangelize
them. As such they are the most lost
since they have least access to the
Gospel. No one in the Church nor
Missions is reaching out to them, or
even making plans to do so.
So what will it take to complete
world evangelization? What will get

Christians and churches radically
committed to and totally involved to
reach those “without hope and without God in the world”?
Like it or not, there can be little
doubt that we will have to start with
repentance. We will need to humble
ourselves. We will need to repent
(whether as churches or as believers)
that, for whatever reasons, we have
left largely undone, inspite of mission
advances in the past, “the works of
God” to disciple all the nations of men,
to give all the nations “the testimony”
of the Gospel of the Kingdom,and do
so in our generation.
As we humble ourselves before
God, (repentance is to humble oneself)
we are then prepared to enter the next
step leading us to make amends. We
will begin to pray for the world, for the
needed mission laborers, praying as
never before, becoming involved in
mission recruitment, in mission training and sending as the Lord leads day
by day. No longer self absorbed, we
will become Spirit absorbed, no longer
self oriented we will be Spirit oriented,
no longer self empowered we will be
Spirit empowered. No longer in love
with our work we will love Him who is
the Bridegroom of our soul. When we
love Him we will know what it means
to rest from our labors, while our
works follow us. (Rev. 14:13) We will
be living and walking in the Truth,
founded upon the Truth, who is Himself the Truth, and do “the works of
Him who called us out of darkness
into His marvelous light.” In this way
we will fulfill God’s purpose and plan
to save (to bless) all the nations of
men and complete the task of world
evangelization.
With this understanding we dedicate this Special Edition unto the
Lord so that His glory in its essential
character might be seen by all and
shine to the ends of the earth. Every
article has been written and chosen
for this purpose—to finish the task
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God has given us, to take His salvation to the ends of the earth—to all
the peoples of the 10/40 Window, to
all the unreached of the world.
Therefore, I would like to make a
special appeal for praying for mission
laborers, including recruitment and
training them, for the UNTARGETED
or UNCLAIMED unreached peoples of
the earth. Untargeted peoples are
unreached peoples who have no
reported current or planned church
planting activity going on among
them. They are the most “needy” in
that there is no church planting effort
among them nor a reported commitment or pledge of targeting them. We
need to give our special attention to
these peoples whose fate is still to be
UNTARGETED
and
UNCLAIMED.
These are the peoples highlighted and
shaded in the Joshua Project 2000
List in the last article. More tan any
other, these are the unreached peoples that need our urgent prayers for
workers, they are the Church’s highest priority.
Consider making a commitment
to pray for and be part of the process
of reaching these least reached
UNTARGETED PEOPLES. The goal is
to establish an on-site mission team,
and have 100 or more believing Christians, in reproducing churches, within
every ethno-linguistic people of over
10,000 individuals by December 31,
2000. We ask you to fervently pray for
this, to be fully engaged and form a
vital part in this highest of all priorities.

Dr. Hans
Weerstra,
IJFM Editor
Summer 1999
El Paso, Texas

